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ABSTRACT

Energy transport in conjugated polymers is the combination of energy transfer
and exciton diffusion. There is considerable ongoing research in this field, converging to
develop better organic photovoltaics, polymer light emitting diodes (PLEDs) and organic
solar cells, to name a few. One way these phenomena can be explored is by doing
solution dependent studies on conjugated polymer nanoparticles. With experiments on
CP dots in an aqueous solution and the addition of a water miscible organic solvent in
varying concentrations, dynamics occurring in the folding process can be better
understood, and also exciton and fluorescence quenching properties can be extracted as a
function of nanoparticle collapse. Steady state and time resolved fluorescence
measurements were taken for two types of CP dots in bulk solution under varying solvent
environments, including quantum yield, photobleaching and reversible photobleaching.
The time-domain technique of time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) was used
to determine excited state lifetimes and fluorescent decay traces. Simulating the TCSPC
data provides insight on the relative number of quenchers that are observed by the
polymer in each environment. In addition, single molecule fluorescence spectroscopy
measurements were done on CP dots under varying solvent vapor atmospheres. Using the
phenomenon of energy transfer, we have proven that doping the singlet oxygen
photosensitizer tetraphenylporphyrin (TPP) into our conjugated polymer nanoparticles
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acts as an efficient and powerful photosensitizer for photodynamic therapy. The
nanoparticles exhibit highly efficient collection of excitation light due to the large
excitation cross-section of the polymer. A quantum efficiency of 0.5 was determined.
Extraordinarily large cross-sections for two-photon absorption were found which is
promising for near infrared multiphoton photodynamic therapy, and gel electrophoresis
of DNA after irradiation in the presence of CP dots indicated extensive purine base and
backbone DNA damage.
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CHAPTER 1

OVERVIEW

1.1

Introduction
Nanoparticles based on conjugated polymers have been of recent interest for use

as fluorescent probes in biological systems. Their bright fluorescence and small size
make them suitable materials for single molecule imaging, tracking, and sensing on the
single molecule level. Improvements in this field can be made with brighter and more
photostable materials, and a better understanding of the dynamics on the single molecule
level that contribute to a reduction in these figures of merit. They also have application as
the active material in polymer based light emitting devices, thin film transistors, and
photovoltaic cells. Because these technologies depend heavily on the quantum efficiency
for luminescence, information regarding processes that affect the quantum efficiency can
focus later efforts in a more productive direction. This dissertation will detail
experimental techniques used to gain understanding of the dynamics occurring on the
molecular level of conjugated polymers, and contributing factors to their quantum yield,
fluorescence brightness and photostability.
The chapters in this dissertation focus on the single particle and ensemble
spectroscopy of conjugated polymer nanoparticles, and a set of experiments in the
development for application as a photodynamic therapy agent. Chapter 2 is a discussion
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on the basic principles and phenomena observed in bulk and single molecule fluorescence
spectroscopy. Chapter 3 details the experimental techniques used in this work. Chapter 4
demonstrates the CP dots application for photodynamic therapy. Chapter 5 focuses on
bulk solution and single molecule studies of CP dots, under a variety of solvent
conditions. Chapter 6 concerns the time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy method of
time-correlated single-photon counting of conjugated polymers as a function of solvent
conditions and preliminary time-resolved fluorescence polarization anisotropy data.
Due to the unique combination of material, optical and electronic properties of πconjugated polymers, they have enormous potential to revolutionize many applications,
such as conjugated polymer light emitting diodes and photovoltaics.

1,2

Conjugated

polymers are a special class of polymers due to their π electrons delocalized along the
polymer backbone. These conjugated π electrons make the polymers very absorbent in
the UV-Visible portion of the electromagnetic spectra, as well as near IR spectral range,
and the absorbance maximum wavelength is partially dictated by conjugation length.3
Another attribute of the conjugation is that the π electrons are able to be delocalized over
several repeat units of the polymer.

1,4,5

The semiconducting nature of conjugated

polymers was discovered by Heeger and co-workers in 19776, and since then, there has
been great interest in their fluorescent and semiconducting properties for application in
technologies such as polymer light emitting devices.

7-16

The conjugation length of the

polymer largely dictates intrinsic photophysical properties, and the energy level of the
electronic state is a function of the area available for delocalization, as described by
Huckel theory.17 As the conjugation length is increased, the wavelength of the absorption
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maximum shifts toward the red as the delocalization is more spread out and the electron
density is decreased, representing a lower energy band gap. The opposite is true for
shorter conjugation lengths, where the delocalization occupies a smaller area. With this
knowledge, tunability of the optical properties can be achieved by synthesizing materials
with chemical structures with large areas of unbroken conjugation. 18
In conjugated polymer light emitting devices, the polymer material is sandwiched
between two electrodes with purposes of injecting electrons and holes, respectively.
When electrons and holes recombine, they produce an exciton which can then decay
radiatively at a wavelength dictated by the band-gap of the conjugated polymer.
Conjugated polymer based photovoltaic devices are an attractive alternative to
photovoltaics based on conventional semiconductors due to their light weight, flexibility,
and low cost. 19,20 Conjugated polymers behave as organic semiconductors due to their π
molecular orbitals delocalized along the polymer backbone (Figure 1.1a). We refer to a
chromophore as a segment of the polymer chain roughly 4-8 repeat units long. The
polymer chain can be envisioned as a string of chromophore units of varying energies
that are determined in part by the conformation state of the polymer as illustrated in
Figure 1.1b. Thus, conjugated polymers are a type of multichromophoric system, with
collective excited states described as Frenkel excitons, and exhibit similarities to other
multichromophoric systems such as light harvesting complexes, proteins with multiple
tryptophans in close proximity, quantum dot arrays, dendrimers, organic molecular
crystals and J- and H-aggregates (Figure 1.1c).

21-23

The collective nature of Frenkel

excitons derives primarily from strong coupling between the transition dipole moments of
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nearby chromophore units, and is manifest as a range of phenomena such as ultrafast
coherent energy transport24, superradiance25 and spectral narrowing and shifting of the
aggregate’s absorption band.26,27
A variety of complex energy transport phenomena and other excited state
processes have been observed on diverse multichromophoric systems using a wide range
of techniques. On the basis of femtosecond photon echo spectroscopy results and
quantum-mechanical calculations, Fleming and co-workers have proposed that the
extraordinary light-gathering power and efficiency of photosynthetic light-harvesting
complexes are in part due to ultrafast, quantum coherent processes mediated by a
collective long-range electrostatic response of the protein environment to the electronic
excitations.

28

However, Briggs and Eisfeld have recently questioned whether coherence

is required for ultrafast energy transfer, or whether it plays a role in such processes.29 In
conjugated polymers, it has been shown that increased disorder can result in decreased
exciton mobility and increased luminescence yield upon formation of an exciton,
however making exciton formation increasingly difficult. Conversely, polymers with
high crystallinity may possess high charge carrier mobility, which lends to form larger
numbers of excitons, yet this high crystallinity allows excitons to easily find quenching
defects

thereby

lowering

luminescence

4

yield,

as

was

determined

by

Figure 1.1

(a) Structures of representative conjugated polymers PFO, PDHF, PT and

MEH-PPV; (b) Typical chromophore dimensions, roughly 4-8 repeat units; and (c)
Dipole coupling in H- and J- aggregates along with representative spectroscopic
phenomena.
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Bardeen and co-workers using picosecond polarization anisotropy decay measurements.30
Monkman and co-workers have probed the length scales and time scales of energy
transport in dye-doped conjugated polymer films by steady-state and time-resolved
photoluminescence spectroscopy, finding that the temperature-dependent dynamics
indicate a combination of coherent transport down the polymer backbone and phononassisted inter-chain energy transfer.

31,32

Specifically, they found that energy transfer

efficiency is independent of temperature below ~150K, indicating coherent energy
transfer, and is thermally activated above ~150 K, indicating participation of phonons.
Single molecule methods have been applied to several multichromophoric systems,

31

33-37

and a number of interesting phenomena have been observed, including non-classical
emission behavior such as photon bunching (blinking) 33 and anti-bunching.38
A reprecipitation method has been developed to prepare stable, aqueous
suspensions of conjugated polymer nanoparticles, or “CP dots”.39 Due to their
extraordinarily bright fluorescence, CP dots are of interest for demanding fluorescencebased applications such as sensing and imaging.40 Highly efficient energy transfer to dye
dopants in dye-doped conjugated polymer nanoparticles was observed using a
combination of steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy.41 The results
are consistent with a combination of exciton diffusion (transfer of excitation energy
between polymer chains or between segments of a given polymer chain) and long-range
(Förster) energy transfer to dopant molecules.42 It is proposed that such nanoparticles
represent a useful model system for studying how energy transport phenomena depend on
nanoscale structure, due to the facile control of particle size and doping ratio. Recently,
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Scholes and co-workers compared ultrafast exciton dynamics of conjugated polymers in
solution with those of conjugated polymer nanoparticles, determining that molecules in
solvated, extended chain conformations exhibit ultrafast, coherent energy transport, while
the collapsed polymer conformations associated with the nanoparticle phase exhibit
slower, incoherent energy transport.24

Nanoparticles doped with the photosensitizer

tetraphenyl porphyrin (TPP) have been shown to be highly efficient photosensitizers for
photodynamic therapy.43
1.2

Photodynamic Therapy
Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is a promising approach to cancer treatment that

involves the use of a photosensitizer dye that, upon exposure to light of the required
wavelength, generates reactive oxygen species (ROS) such as singlet oxygen (1O2) and
various radical species, which damage cells by a number of mechanisms including lipid
peroxidation and DNA damage, resulting in cell death.44 PDT can destroy targeted tissue
with minimal collateral damage, since both light and the photosensitizer are required to
generate ROS, and the ROS are typically short-lived. Because traditional photosensitizing
agents, such as tetraphenylporphyrin (TPP) have very low solubility in aqueous solutions,
and have low extinction coefficients, current methods for PDT require high dosages of
photosensitizer and higher irradiation levels. By doping the photosensitizer into the
conjugated polymer nanoparticle, the TPP aggregation problem drastically decreases.
Upon light excitation, the conjugated polymer efficiently transfers energy to the
porphyrin sensitizer and reactive oxygen species are efficiently created.
1.3

Exciton Dynamics in Conjugated Polymers

7

CP dots have been shown to have outstanding performance with respect to their
extraordinarily high molar absorptivities. In order to improve upon these particles, more
information is needed about the photophysical and photochemical processes occurring in
the nanoparticles. Bulk solution and single molecule steady-state and time-resolved
spectroscopic methods will be used to investigate energy transfer, exciton diffusion, and
related phenomena in CP dots. Experiments were done on a range of nanoparticles in
various solvent conditions, and by incrementally increasing the “good” organic solvent in
the aqueous solutions of CP dots, the interactions that occur during the pathways for the
collapse that the conjugated polymer undergoes to form nanoparticles can be better
understood, as well as the rates of exciton and quencher formation. Single molecule
spectroscopy under different sample environments will be used to probe exciton
collisions, possibly providing additional information about the energetic landscape and
length scales and time scales of exciton motion. Time-correlated single-photon counting
will be used to probe excited state dynamics in CP dots and provide fluorescent lifetime
data for the conjugated polymers in a range of solvent environments. Comparison to
simulated results accounting for the number of excitons as a function of polaron
generation with respect to the quantum yield of the sample can provide information
pertaining to the number of polarons generated in different sized nanoparticles with
different fluorescence efficiencies. Picosecond time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy
decay will be used to probe energy transfer in greater detail, providing information about
the rate of transfer between conjugated polymer chromophore units (homotransfer) and
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the rate of energy transfer between polymer chromophore units and excitons and polarons
(heterotransfer).

9

CHAPTER 2

AN INTRODUCTION TO CONVENTIONAL AND SINGLE MOLECULE
FLUORESCENCE SPECTROSCOPY: BASIC PRINCIPLES AND PHENOMENA

2.1

Steady State Absorption and Fluorescence Spectroscopy

2.1.1 Absorption Spectroscopy
Absorption spectroscopy is a technique that probes the interaction of
electromagnetic radiation with matter as a function of wavelength (or frequency).
Ultraviolet (UV) and visible (vis) spectroscopy refer to absorption spectroscopy in the
UV-vis region of the electromagnetic spectrum. When a sample absorbs a photon, a
subsequent increase in the energy of the molecule occurs. The energy difference is the
difference between the ground state of the molecule and the excited state the molecule
enters upon absorption of a photon. The molecule then has several possible pathways that
it can go through to get back to the ground state, one of which is radiative emission in the
form of luminescence.
Absorption spectroscopy can be used quantitatively to determine the
concentration of an absorbent material based on the percent of incident light transmitted
by the sample. The Beer-Lambert law is used to relate the absorption of light to the
characteristics specific to the material that the light is traveling through.45 Beer’s law can
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Figure 2.1

Schematic illustrating the derivation of Beer’s law.
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be derived by approximating the material’s absorption cross section by imagining the
molecule as an opaque disc with a cross-section, σ, which represents the area where a
photon can interact with the sample. The photon’s frequency, ω, must be close to the
sample resonant frequency for the photon to effectively interact with the sample. By
looking at an infinitesimal slab (Figure 2.1) of the sample containing N molecules per
cubic centimeter, we will call the width dz, we can develop this equation,
dI
 Ndz ,
Iz

2.1

where I is the intensity of the light incident on the sample and Iz is the intensity of the
light at the surface of the infinitesimal slab. Integrating this equation from z = 0 to z = b,
the equation becomes,
ln( I )  ln( I 0 )   ln

I
 Nb ,
I0

2.2

where b is the path length that the light travels through the sample. The equation then
becomes A = –εcb. Absorbance (A), or optical density (unitless) is equal to the log10
(I/I0), c is concentration (mol/L), and ε is molar absorptivity (cm-1M-1). It is important to
note that the molar absorptivity of a sample is wavelength (or frequency) dependent.
2.1.2 Fluorescence Spectroscopy
Luminescence is the emission of light by a substance and occurs as a result of
electronic decay resulting in photon emission from electronically excited states. Two
categories that make up the broad term of luminescence are fluorescence and
phosphorescence. These two terms are distinguished by the excited state leading to
radiative emission of a photon. If the emission is the result of relaxation of an electron
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from an excited state to the ground state, the electron is spin paired to the electron
remaining in the ground state. Conversely, if the electron is in the excited triplet state, the
electron has undergone a spin-flip and is in the same state as the electron in the ground
state. When the electrons are spin paired, the process is spin-allowed and occurs quickly
resulting in the emission of a fluorescent photon, occurring on the ns time scale. If the
electrons have the same spin, the process is spin-forbidden and results in
phosphorescence which has much longer time scales than fluorescence (μs to seconds). A
version of the Jablonski diagram, Figure 2.2, shows the pathways an excited electron can
undergo along with the rate constants associated with traveling from one state to another.
The various rate constants are kabs, photoexcitation rate constant, kNR,, the rate
constant for (other) non-radiative relaxation processes, kR, the radiative emission
(fluorescence) rate constant, kISC, the rate for intersystem crossing from the excited
singlet state to the excited triplet state, kP, the phosphorescence rate constant, kPB, the rate
constant for irreversible photobleaching, and kET, the energy transfer rate constant
(discussed in detail in section 2.3). Several of the rate constants are difficult to measure
directly – rather they are inferred from other measurements such as the excited state
lifetime, the fluorescence quantum yield, ΦF, and the triplet quantum yield, ΦP. The
fluorescence quantum yield is defined as the ratio of emitted photons to absorbed
photons. The brightness of a material is the product of the absorption cross-section and
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Figure 2.2

Basic Jablonski diagram showing absorbance, fluorescence, and

phosphorescence.
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the fluorescence quantum yield. Quantum yield can also be expressed in terms of rate
constants.

F 

kR
kR  k NR  kISC  kPB  kET

2.3

After the molecule is excited, it spends a characteristic amount of time in the
singlet excited state before emission of a photon, this is the fluorescence lifetime of the
molecule. The fluorescence lifetime is the average time delay between absorbance and
emission. The lifetime can be determined from the rate constants that depopulate it.

F 

1
k R  k NR  k ISC  k PB  k ET

2.4

Assuming a fluorescent molecule, we can say that kR+kNR >> kISC+kPB+kET, and using the
revised fluorescence quantum yield equation, the fluorescence lifetime can be calculated
with Equation 2.5.

 F  kR  k NR 1

2.5

In the case where it cannot be assumed that the radiative plus nonradiative rates are much
larger than the intersystem crossing and photobleaching rate constant, using the
fluorescence lifetime, quantum yield, and triplet yield, one can obtain an estimate of the
non-radiative rate constant and the intersystem crossing rate constant.
2.2

Energy Transfer in Conjugated Polymers
In conjugated polymers, which are considered multichromophoric systems, many

processes occur on the nanoscale that involve non-radiative energy transfer such as
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exciton diffusion to a dopant dye species or polaron. Energy transfer can also be used as a
powerful tool to measure distance changes and kinetics in biomolecular systems, such as
single stranded DNA46, and photophysical systems, such as the multichromophoric light
harvesting complex47. There are two main types of non-radiative energy transfer that a
pair of molecules in the excited state can undergo, called Dexter transfer48 and Förster
Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET)49. Both of these mechanisms are distance dependent.
Dexter transfer requires wavefunction overlap in addition to energy conservation. The
energy transfer rate constant for Dexter energy transfer has an exponential dependence on
the distance between donor and acceptor, so with increasing distance the energy transfer
is exponentially less efficient. Generally, Dexter transfer can occur when the molecules
are up to 2nm apart.
Förster Resonance Energy Transfer describes energy transfer between
chromophores involving a donor molecule in the excited state transferring energy to an
acceptor molecule that is in close proximity. There must be sufficient spectral overlap of
donor emission and acceptor absorption for FRET to occur. FRET is highly distance
dependent and involves the interaction of the donor and acceptor transition dipoles,
where energy transfer is most efficient when the dipoles are approximately parallel. The
Förster radius is the intermolecular distance between donor and acceptor where the
energy transfer is 50% and is defined as45,
R0 

9000(ln 10) 2 D
128 5 N A 4
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0

FD ( ) A ( )4d

2.6

where κ2 is the transmission factor accounting for dipole orientation of donor and
acceptor (the average value < κ2> = 2/3 is generally used assuming isotropic rotation), ΦD
is the quantum yield of the donor, NA is Avogadro’s number, η is the refractive index of
the medium, FD(λ) is the normalized area under the donor emission spectra, εA(λ) is the
molar extinction coefficient of the acceptor, and λ is the excitation wavelength. Energy
transfer events decrease both the fluorescence lifetime and quantum yield of the donor
(these parameters stay the same for the acceptor). Once the Förster radius is determined,
the rate of energy transfer can be calculated, kET. The energy transfer rate is dependent on
the inverse sixth power of the separation distance between donor and acceptor45,

1  R0 
k ET ( R) 
 
D  R 

6

2.7

where τD is the fluorescence lifetime of the donor and R is the distance between the donor
and acceptor molecules. The number of photons transferred to the acceptor from the
donor divided by the number of photons absorbed by the donor determines the energy
transfer efficiency, E.
E

k ET
  k ET
1
D

2.8

Plugging Equation 2.7 into Equation 2.8, we can easily see how strongly the donoracceptor difference effects the energy transfer efficiency,
R06
E 6
R0  R 6

2.9

because as R decreases, the energy transfer efficiency drastically increases to unity. The
energy transfer can also be determined by taking the ratio of the fluorescence emission in
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Figure 2.3

Schematic representation of efficient energy transfer from donor molecule

to acceptor molecule, the green line represents the absorbance of the donor molecule, the
blue line represents the emission from the donor in the absence of the acceptor, and the
red line is the emission of the donor-acceptor system. The emission component from the
donor in the absence of the acceptor is still seen on the emission spectra, but it has been
reduced by a factor of ~90%.
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the presence of the acceptor to the unquenched fluorescence emission of the donor in
absence of the acceptor,
E 1

FDA
,
FD

2.10

where FDA represents the fluorescence intensity of the donor in the presence of acceptor,
and FD is the fluorescence intensity of the donor alone, as shown in Figure 2.3.
2.3

Exciton Diffusion and Quenching Processes in Conjugated Polymers

2.3.1 Frenkel Excitons in Conjugated Polymers
A conjugated polymer can be considered as a series of chromophores with each
chromophore consisting of roughly 4-8 monomer units. When an electron in a conjugated
polymer absorbs a photon, an electron is excited from the π to the π* band. Due to the
high chromophore density, the excitation is typically described as a Frenkel exciton--a
molecular excitation that is partially delocalized due to interactions with neighboring
molecules via their transition dipole moments. 22,50 Once an exciton is formed, there are
several possible relaxation pathways, such as radiative emission of a photon, nonradiative relaxation to the ground state, transfer of energy by moving to a neighboring
chromophore via either the Dexter or Forster energy transfer mechanism, or loss of an
electron resulting in the formation of a hole polaron.
2.3.2 Hole Polarons in Conjugated Polymers
In an organic semiconductor, a polaron is an electron or a hole, accompanied by a
distortion of the surroundings of the charge. In the case of inorganic semiconductors,
there is no polarization due to the rigid crystal lattice, this is not the case in disordered
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conjugated polymers. Polarons generation can occur by direct injection by an electrode,
by chemically doping of polymer with electron rich or electron deficient heteroatoms, by
externally induced electric fields, or by photoexcitation followed by exciton
dissociation.51 Any of these mechanisms can create a positive or negative charge by
oxidizing or reducing the polymer, which in turn creates a localized charged volume of
the polymer matrix. Once created, polarons are mobile charges, and capable of acting as
charge carriers.
In conjugated polymers, polarons can be created from an exciton losing an
electron, leaving behind a negatively charged hole, and accompanying polarization.
Polarons have a very high degree of overlap between polymer emission and polaron
absorption, observed from noticing the absorption spectra of the hole polaron is red
shifted as compared to the spectra of neutral polymer. 52 This is evidence of very efficient
energy transfer from excitons to polarons and therefore a large effective quenching radius
of the polaron. It can be inferred from this that a single polaron can quench a large
amount of excitons, and in turn fluorescence.
2.4

Fluorescence Polarization Anisotropy
Fluorescence polarization anisotropy methods are often employed to measure the

rotational dynamics of a molecule. The technique is based on utilizing polarized
excitation light as the excitation source. When the polarized excitation light interacts with
a molecule, if there is no rotational diffusion, and no (or very few) energy transfer events,
the resulting emission will maintain the polarization state of the excitation source. When
polarized excitation light excites a molecule that undergoes rotational diffusion, a loss of
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polarization is seen in the fluorescence emission. The anisotropy, r, of a molecule can be
determined by measuring the ratio of the polarized light to the total light intensity and can
be calculated with equation 2.11. The technique of fluorescence anisotropy is typically
r

IVV  IVH
IVV  2 IVH

2.11

used to provide information such as molecular size, shape, mobility, viscosity, and the
binding interactions between molecules and proteins. Fluorescence polarization
anisotropy can be used to determine the rate of homotransfer processes occurring in
conjugated polymers, because when one or very few energy transfer events occur,
polarization is lost. The calculated anisotropy can provide valuable information about the
rate of exciton diffusion in conjugated polymers.
2.5

Nonlinear Optical Processes: Multiphoton Absorption
Nonlinear optical processes describe the behavior of light in nonlinear media

Multiphoton excited fluorescence involves the simultaneous absorption of two or more
photons with double the wavelength and half the energy necessary for (one-photon)
photoexcitation, i.e., the combined energy equals the energy difference between the
ground state and the singlet excited state, as illustrated in Figure 2.4. Because it depends
on the arrival of two (or more) photons simultaneously, it is a second-order process that is
much weaker than one photon absorption. The way two-photon absorption is generally
achieved is with tight focus and pulsed lasers, such as a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser.
Because the laser must be tightly focused, the fluorescence is confined to the focal center
of the beam. Two-photon absorption has a nonlinear dependence because the absorption
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Figure 2.4

Above: Energy diagram illustrating one-, two-, and three-photon

absorption. All three processes emit a photon of the same energy. Below: Intensity
dependence, the blue area shows the illumination area of excitation. The cuvette on the
left demonstrating one-photon absorption shows a much higher illumination area than the
cuvette on the right showing two-photon absorption.
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of two identical photons simultaneously depends on the square (or cube, for three-photon
absorption) of the excitation intensity. The units for two-photon absorption cross section
are Goeppert-Meyer (GM) units, where one GM is equivalent to 10-50 cm4 s photon-1.53
2.6

Single Molecule Spectroscopy
While bulk solution spectroscopic studies contribute many valuable pieces of

information about a system, single molecule spectroscopy can provide to more insight
about molecular interactions occurring on a per-particle basis. The ensemble averaged
properties are a reflection of an average of the single molecule properties, which can
fluctuate greatly. An ensemble average can be reconstructed from many single molecule
measurements, as illustrated in Figure 2.5 (left), to show how the individual molecules
could contribute to the bulk solution. Single molecule studies can be used to extract
important information about the molecule’s environment, structure, and dynamics. In
bulk solution, the figure of merit that describes the absorptivity of a molecule is the molar
absorptivity, ε (M-1cm-1). The parameter of interest in single molecule studies is the
optical absorbance cross-section, σ, measured in cm2, which more accurately describes
single molecules,



2303
NA

2.12

where NA is Avogadro’s number. This represents the possible area that a single molecule
can absorb a photon of light.
Single molecule measurements can provide important information pertaining to a
plethora of parameters, e.g., photobleaching quantum yield, saturation intensity, and
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emission rate, and provide a means to observe certain nonclassical emission behavior.
Photostability measurements lead to the determination of the photobleaching quantum
yield, ϕPB, which is a ratio of the number of chromophores that have been photobleached
to the number of photons absorbed. Another important parameter determined from
photostability measurements is the death number, which is defined as the number of
photons that a particle will emit prior to photobleaching. In order to achieve the signal to
noise ratio needed for single molecule detection, it is helpful to determine the saturation
intensity and the maximum emission rate of the molecule of interest. Saturation is caused
by a nonfluorescent triplet state, and the probability of the molecule residing in a dark
triplet state increases with increasing excitation intensity.54 Equation 2.13 can be used in
order to determine the the saturation emission rate, R∞ and saturation intensity, Is, can be
determined.
 I
R  R 
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2.13

Because the number of molecules residing in the nonfluorescent triplet state increases as
the excitation intensity is increased, the saturation intensity can provide information
about the rates of intersystem crossing (kisc) and phosphorescence (kp) if the fluorescence
lifetime (τ), and the absorption cross section (σ) is known.
IS 

2.7

( ) 1
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Nonclassical Emission Behavior in Conjugated Polymers
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2.14

Nonclassical emission behavior can be seen in single molecule fluorescence
experiments. Behavior such as “photon bunching” or “blinking” typically occurs when a
single fluorescent molecule undergoes a reversible transformation into a nonfluorescent
triplet or charge transfer state. The anomalous blinking behavior of conjugated polymers
can be explained by reversible photogeneration of highly efficient quencher species.
Photon antibunching is manifest as a reduced probability of two photons arriving within a
certain narrow time window, a consequence of the fact that a single emitter can only
produce one photon at a time. Antibunching behavior in conjugated polymers has been
observed, and likely arises due to the presence of a few emitter sites per polymer chain or
collisions between singlet excitons.
Triplet blinking occurs if a molecule in a singlet excited state undergoes
intersystem crossing to the triplet state. Because residence time is much longer in the
triplet state than in the singlet state, the transition is noticeable, and the molecule geos
dark until it returns to the ground state. The sharp on-off dynamics are illustrated in
Figure 2.5 (right).
In order to extract blinking information, two methods that can be used include
autocorrelation and thresholding. To account for photobleaching, the best kinetic fit of
the photobleaching curve is determined and subtracted from the normalized intensity vs.
time curve. Then the autocorrelation function below can be applied to the data. This
function describes the statistical correlation of one time event related to another time
event in a data set:
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where I is the intensity at time t and τ is the lag time. In this autocorrelation equation, the
two rate constants are combined in the parameter τ, so individual on-off times cannot be
easily extracted. More specific to triplet blinking, which is a stochastic process, a Poisson
correlation function is used:
G( )  1  (exp(kon  koff )   )

2.14

where kon and koff are the on and off rates. Even though the Poisson autocorrelation
function accounts for both rate constants, it’s not possible to determine them
simultaneously because the rate constants add and are not differentiable. The other
analysis technique is called thresholding, which can be used if the data has clear jumps
between “off” and “on” times. In this method, a threshold intensity is chosen that is
between the off and on times, and histograms are generated to see the durations of each
on

and

off
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event.

Figure 2.5

Left: Colored rectangles display the individual single molecule

contribution to the ensemble average. Right: Simulated triplet blinking.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

3.1

Materials
The research discussed in this dissertation features the five conjugated polymers

poly[2-methoxy-5-(2'-ethyl-hexyloxy)-1,4-phenylene vinylene] (MEH-PPV, average
MW 200,000, polydispersity 4.0), poly[(9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl)-co-(1,4-benzo{2,1’,3}-thiadiazole)] (PFBT, average MW 10,000, polydispersity 1.7),

poly(9,9-

dihexylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl) (PDHF, average MW 55,000, polydispersity 2.7), poly[{9,9dioctyl-2,7-divinylenefluorenylene}-alt-co-{2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4phenylene}] (PFPV, average MW 270,000, polydispersity 2.7), and poly(9,9dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl) (PFO, MW 147,000, polydispersity 3.0). These conjugated
polymer dyes were purchased from ADS Dyes, Inc. (Quebec, Canada). Tetrahydrofuran
(THF, inhibitor-free, anhydrous), tetraphenylporphyrin (TPP), Rose Bengal (RB), sodium
azide (NaN3), and p-nitrosodimethylaniline (RNO) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(Milwaukee, WI). Lucifer yellow and imidazole were purchased from Fluka. Polystyrene
beads were purchased from Molecular Probes. No further purification steps were taken
on any of the aforementioned materials. The chemical structures of the conjugated
polymers and TPP are shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1

Representative images of the conjugated polymers and TPP.
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3.2

Nanoparticle Preparation
The reprecipitation method of Kurokawa, et al. was modified to develop a

procedure for preparation of CP dot solutions55, and previously discussed.39,42,56 This
method is based on dissolving the hydrophobic conjugated polymer in a water miscible
organic solvent followed by rapid injection into water. Injection of the hydrophobic
polymer solution into water causes the extended polymer chains to collapse in on each
other due to the drastic sudden change in solvent quality, creating nanoparticles. Finally,
evaporation of the organic solvent leads to an aqueous suspension of nanoparticles.
Both the concentration of polymer in the precursor solution and the rate of mixing
are important in nanoparticle formation. A low polymer concentration and fast mixing
favor the formation of smaller nanoparticles and reduce the amount of aggregation. This
is due to the competition between aggregation and chain collapse--if the concentration is
too high, conditions may tend to favor aggregation. Consequently, if the concentration is
sufficiently low, conditions tend to favor chain collapse. The rate of mixing also plays a
key role in nanoparticle formation. The faster the rate of mixing at the surface of the
water during and after injection of the precursor solution, the more likely the extended
chain polymer will collapse to form nanoparticles using fewer chains as opposed to
aggregating. These observations are consistent with a basic kinetic and thermodynamic
perspective on aggregation, as follows. Larger aggregates are the thermodynamically
favored product, due to interfacial free energy considerations. The kinetic picture,
involving a competition between unimolecular chain collapse and bi-molecular
aggregation events, favors unimolecular chain collapse at low concentrations, and
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aggregation at high concentrations, due to the fact that unimolecular chain collapse is a
first-order process whose rate is independent of concentration, and aggregation is a
second-order process whose rate is highly concentration-dependent.
For nanoparticle preparation, a stock solution of 1000 ppm conjugated
polymer/THF was prepared by dissolving the conjugated polymer in inhibitor-free 99.9%
THF and left to stir overnight in a warm water bath. This was then diluted to make a 100
ppm solution of conjugated polymer/THF. A quantity of 2 mL of this solution is then
mixed thoroughly and then rapidly injected into 8 mL of deionized water under
sonication. In order to evaporate the THF, the CP dot solution is then placed in a vacuum
oven purged with nitrogen gas and heated to ~55 ºC overnight. The resulting CP dots (25
ppm) were then vacuum filtered through both a 25 mm glass fibre filter, and a 20 or 100
nm membrane filter, depending on the anticipated size of the nanoparticles, in order to
remove any aggregates. The size of the nanoparticles can be tuned depending on the
concentration of the solution that is to be injected into water, where size increases with
the concentration of precursor solution. The resulting suspensions were clear and stable
(not producing aggregates) for months.
The singlet oxygen generator, TPP, is also known to be hydrophobic. By using the
reprecipitation method, the TPP can be doped into the CP dots by introducing a TPP/THF
aliquot into the 20ppm conjugated polymer/THF stock solution, followed by rapid
injection into 8 mL of deionized water. The TPP stock solution was prepared by
dissolving the desired amount of solid TPP in 99.9% THF and stirred in a warm water
bath overnight.
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3.3

Characterization Methods
Both spectroscopic and microscopic techniques were used to characterize the CP

dots. In order to determine the size and particle morphology, atomic force microscopy
(AFM) was used. The absorbance and fluorescence of the CP dots were determined by
using UV-Vis and fluorescence spectroscopy. Time resolved single photon counting
(TCSPC) was used to determine the excited state lifetime of the CP dots. Single molecule
spectroscopy (SMS) was used to investigate the single particle CP dot kinetics and
exciton diffusion.
3.3.1 Atomic Force Microscopy
The AFM is used to obtain information about the surface properties of materials
by scanning the surface with a small probe that may or may not touch the surface of the
sample. Alternatively, the probe may “tap”, or intermittently contact the surface of the
sample by vibrating the tip at its resonant frequency, termed alternating contact (AC)
mode. This is the method used in the studies described in this work. The scan is done in a
“raster” fashion, meaning it scans one line of a predetermined area at a time. The height
of the tip is adjusted to maintain a constant force between the surface and probe by a
piezoelectric ceramic moving in the z direction. The piezoelectric moves in the x and y
directions to scan the sample. The z piezo is controlled by a feedback circuit that dictates
the voltage required to maintain the constant force between the tip and sample.
The tip is attached to a spring constructed as a cantilever, the cantilever bends
back and forth in the z direction as the tip scans the surface. The instrument balances the
bending of the cantilever by directing a laser beam onto the back of the cantilever, the
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beam is reflected and the angle of reflection is changed by the vibration and consequently
the beam’s position on the detector is shifted. In the case of AC mode, the amplitude of
the oscillation is determined by a lock-in amplifier. The resulting signal is integrated and
a proportional feedback voltage is applied to the piezoelectric to balance the cantilever in
the z direction. The particle height image can be determined from the image that is
generated. This image is a series of line plots assembled to make a 3D image.
An Ambios Q250 was used at a 0.5 Hz scan rate and pixel resolution of 10 nm.
Calibration was done periodically on the instrument using a standard of known
dimensions. Under the assumption that the particles are approximately spherical, the
particle height was taken as the most accurate measure of particle size due to the superior
vertical resolution as compared to the x and y resolution.
AFM measurements were done using glass coverslips. The coverslips were
cleaned by alternating immersion into solutions of KOH/isopropanol, deionized water,
and concentrated HCl under sonication and then functionalized with aminopropyl silane
(APS) solution to facilitate adsorption of the CP dots. The solution of APS was diluted to
1 x 10-5 M with ethanol and prepared fresh weekly. A 40 µL aliquot of 1 x 10-5 M APS
was placed on the coverslip for three minutes and then rinsed with deionized water and
dried with nitrogen. The coverslips were then submerged in a solution of CP dots diluted
50 times (400 times for SMS) for 40 minutes. Finally, the coverslips were rinsed with DI
water to remove any excess CP dots or CP dot aggregates and dried with N2 gas.
3.3.2 UV-Vis and Fluorescence Spectroscopy
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Absorbance spectra were obtained using a Shimadzu UV-2101PC scanning
spectrophotometer. The instrument can measure wavelengths from 190 nm to 900 nm and
contains two light sources, deuterium for wavelengths 190 – 359 nm, and tungsten for
360 – 900 nm. A holographic grating that spatially separates the wavelengths of light is
contained in the monochromator, which directs light to the exit slit where the light then
enters the detector. The detector is a photomultiplier tube (PMT) which amplifies the
detected photons, allowing for sensitive absorbance measurements. At each wavelength,
the detector measures the percent transmittance of the sample and the computer software
designed for the system generates a curve representing the absorbance of the sample vs.
the wavelength.
Excitation and emission spectra were collected on both a commercial fluorimeter
and a home-built fluorimeter, depending on the experiment, using a quartz cuvettes. The
commercial fluorimeter (Quantamaster, PTI, Inc.) contains a 75 W Xenon arc lamp with
a wavelength range of 200 – 2,000 nm. Excitation and emission monochromators (both
with a focal length of 1/4 m) contain blazed gratings, with 1200 grooves/mm and blaze
angles of 300, and 400nm respectively. The fluorescence is detected by a PMT detector
in Geiger (pulsed, or photon-counting) mode. The instrument is computer controlled and
uses software specifically designed for PTI instruments.
The homebuilt fluorimeter was constructed with a 473 nm diode continuous wave
blue laser (Laser Components, Inc.) with a maximum power output of 50 mW as the
excitation source. The emission spectrometer is a CCD spectrograph with a 150 mm focal
length monochromator (Acton) a 1200 grooves/mm grating blazed at 500 nm, and an
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adjustable slit. The detector is a back-illuminated, 1024x256 pixel deep-cooled CCD
(Princeton Instruments, Spec-10). The instrument is computer controlled, and operated
using WinView software. The resolution of the emission spectrograph is approximately 1
nm, for a 10 μm slit width.
The power of the light sources employed in each fluorimeter was measured by a
calibrated power meter (Newport Corporation, model 1916-C with UV detector 918DUV-OD3) and the solutions were diluted to approximately 1.0 absorbance units (AU) for
absorbance measurements and approximately 0.1 AU for fluorescence measurements.
Laser, monochromator, and detector slit widths were adjusted for each experiment, to
achieve the desired resolution and signal levels, and to avoid saturating the detector.
Absorbance and fluorescence measurements were also used to determine fluorescence
quantum yields and perform bulk photobleaching and reversible photobleaching
measurements.
Fluorescence quantum yields of CP dots were determined by comparing
fluorescence emission of both a standard dye with a known quantum yield and the
emission from the CP dots. The absorbance of each solution was diluted to 0.1 AU at the
wavelength used for excitation. The standard dyes chosen for each CPdot had closely
overlapping absorbance spectra. The refractive index of the dye’s solvent and the CPdot
solvent (water) was also accounted for. This quantum yield calculation equation was
used,
υF,x = υF,std (Ix/Istd)(nx/nstd)2
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where υF represents fluorescence quantum yield, x and std represent the sample (CPdot)
and standard, respectively, I is the integrated fluorescence intensity, and n is refractive
index of the solvent. 45,57
Bulk photobleaching measurements were done in a 3 mm x 3 mm cuvette in the
homebuilt fluorimeter. The samples were irradiated for a time period of two hours. The
photobleaching quantum yield was determined in a manner similar to the fluorescence
quantum yield and a standard with known photobleaching kinetics was used. Bulk
reversible photobleaching measurements were also done in a 3 mm x 3 mm cuvette,
blocking and unblocking the beam every 60 seconds for a time period of 30 minutes. The
beam was blocked using ND (neutral density) filters adding to an optical density of 1.3
(i.e., the excitation was reduced by a factor of 10-1.3 = 0.05) instead of completely
blocking the beam in order to look for evidence of fluorescence recovery.
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Figure 3.2

Two-photon action cross-section determination experimental setup.
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3.3.3 Two-photon Fluorescence
Two-photon-excited fluorescence cross-section was determined on a home built
two-photon fluorescence spectrophotometer, using setup and methods similar to those of
Webb et al. 58The light source was a passively mode-locked and tunable (770 – 870 nm)
Ti:sapphire laser (Coherent, Mira) with an output of ~120 fs pulses at a rate of 76 MHz.
The laser light was focused using a 30 mm focal length achromat lens. A 1 cm quartz
cuvette was used and placed at the focus of the laser. The ‼uorescence was collected at
90º using another 30 mm focal length lens, ※ltered through a pair of 700 nm shortpass
dielectric ※lters and a Schott BG-38 colored glass ※lter to remove scattered laser light.
The light was subsequently focused onto a single photon avalanche photodiode module
(id Quantique id100-50). An instrument schematic is shown in Figure 3.2. The excitation
power was varied and the resulting ‼uorescence intensity was recorded.
The two-photon ‼uorescence cross-section was determined using the expression,

 g  8n P(t ) 2 
1

 F (t )   C 2 p  p 
 2
 f  

where ‹F(t)› is the time-averaged ‼uorescence intensity; η is an instrument factor, C is
the concentration of the sample, σ*2p is the two-photon action cross-section of the system;
gp is a dimensionless constant related to pulse shape and optical setup; f is the laser
repetition rate; τ is the width of the laser pulse; n is the refractive index of the focusing
lens; λ is the wavelength of the laser and ‹P(t)› corresponds to average laser power. Since
the probability of two-photon excitation depends on the intensity squared, then if it is
occurring, a plot of log ‹F(t)›versus log ‹P(t)› will result in a straight line with a slope of
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two. The y-intercept, b, leads to the determination of the two-photon action cross-section.
In order to determine the two-photon-excited fluorescence cross-section, a standard twophoton dye is used, and the expression,
 C0 
 exp(b  b0 )
C

 2 p   2 p ,0 

where σ*2p,0 refers to the two-photon action cross-section of the standard, C0 and C are
the concentrations of the standard and sample (CP dots), respectively (estimated from the
peak absorbance and the nanoparticle extinction coef※cient), and b0 and b are the yintercepts obtained from the log–log plot of laser intensity versus ‼uorescence emission
intensity of standard dye and CP dots, respectively.
3.3.4 Time-Correlated Single-Photon Counting
Fluorescence lifetimes were measured using the time-correlated single-photon
counting technique (TCSPC).45 A typical TCSPC setup involves pulsed excitation,
detection of single fluorescence photons emitted from the sample, and measurement of
the time between the excitation pulse of the sample and the detection of a fluorescence
photon. The pulses must be very short relative to the excited state lifetime of the sample
and the lifetime of the sample should ideally be less than the time between excitation
pulses. The data is accumulated in the form a histogram of arrival times relative to the
excitation pulse. The histogram is used to create the fluorescence decay waveform. The
excitation pulse excites the sample and is also used to generate an electronic timing pulse
(via a fast PIN photodiode), which is sent through either a threshold discriminator or
constant fraction discriminator to generate a timing pulse. A constant fraction
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discriminator (CFD) typically yields more accurate timing than a threshold discriminator,
for cases where the amplitude of the input pulse tends to vary. The CFD accurately finds
the arrival time of the variable height pulse by splitting off a portion of the pulse,
inverting it, delaying it, and adding to the original pulse. When the resulting waveform
crosses zero, a timing output pulse is generated. This signal is then sent to a time-toamplitude converter (TAC) and a voltage ramp is started that will continue to rise linearly
until a single emission photon is detected by a separate detector. The signal from the
emission photon (recorded using a single photon avalanche diode) is sent to a separate
CFD, generating a second timing pulse which is then sent to the TAC to stop the voltage
ramp. The TAC then outputs a signal related to the time difference by generating a
rectangular output pulse, the amplitude of this pulse is directly proportional to the time
between start and stop pulses. A multichannel analyzer (MCA) digitizes the voltage of
each pulse generated by the TAC, and stores the voltages into corresponding bins,
generating a histogram of the number of pulses with a particular voltage (which
corresponds to a time delay) as a function of the bin number. The number of bins in the
histogram is determined by the resolution of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC), e.g.,
8192 bins for a 12-bit ADC. The conversion between bin number and time is determined
using a histogram of the instrument response function (scattered laser light) in which two
laser pulses are present. Since the time between laser pulses is well known and is given
by the laser repetition rate, by subtracting the bin numbers corresponding to two peaks
obtained by measuring the instrument response function, and the time between pulses is
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Figure 3.3

Schematic diagram of homebuilt TCSPC setup.
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the inverse of the frequency of the laser pulses. From this information, the time per bin
can be determined. The resulting data is an IRF measurement and a sample measurement
convolved together. The lifetime of the sample is determined by deconvolving the two
and determining if the best fit among various kinetic models.
The sample was excited by the second harmonic (400 nm, ~120 fs pulses) of a
mode-locked femtosecond Ti:Sapphire laser (Coherent Mira 9000) with a 76MHz
repetition rate. The laser light was frequency doubled to 400 nm with an anti-reflective
(AR) coated Type I beta-barium borate crystal (BBO). The crystal is oriented to satisfy
wavevector matching for 800 nm light, with a usable range of 760 – 840 nm (to make 380
– 420 nm light). The start pulse for the TAC (Canberra, Model 2145) was obtained from
the output of a fast PIN diode (Thorlabs, DET210). Fluorescence signal from the CP dots
was passed through a 600 nm longpass filter in order to filter out 800 nm light, and
detected by a single photon counting module (id Quantique, ID100-50), this output was
used as the stop pulse for the TAC. The laser was attenuated to maintain the count rate
below of approximately 7.5 kHz to minimize the possibility of two photons arriving at
the detector following a given laser pulse. The signal from the TAC was digitized using a
multichannel analyzer (FastComTec, MCA-3A). An instrument schematic is shown in
Figure 3.3. The instrument response function was measured before and after each
fluorescence lifetime measurement using the scattered laser light from a dilute suspension
of polystyrene beads. The instrument response function had a width of ~ 80 ps (FWHM).
Each sample was measured five times to obtain an estimate of the standard deviation.
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Figure 3.4

Schematic diagram of a wide field fluorescence microscope for single

molecule spectroscopy.
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Custom software written for MATLAB (Mathworks) was used to analyze the data and
determine the best fit kinetic model.

3.3.5 Single Molecule Spectroscopy
A wide field fluorescence microscope setup was used for single molecule
spectroscopy (SMS) as shown in Figure 3.4 and described as follows. The 473 nm diode
pumped continuous wave blue laser was used for excitation. The beam was reflected off
two mirrors for alignment, and directed into a fiber coupler containing an aspheric lens to
reduce optical and spherical abberations and focus the laser light into the fiber optic core.
The fiber core is small enough (~3 µm) to restrict transmission to a single mode. The end
of the fiber is attached to another coupler that is located inside the dark box that the
microscope (Olympus IX-71) is housed in. The beam is then aligned into the back of the
microscope objective (Olympus Ach, 1.25 NA, 100X, oil) and focused onto the rear
aperture of the objective. The beam exits the objective as a defocused, wide beam
illuminating a large area. Using the wide field microscopy technique, a large area on the
coverslip is illuminated, and the fluorescence from several nanoparticles can be collected
simultaneously. The sample on the coverslip is excited and the fluorescence emission is
collected by the objective and separated from any scattered laser light by a dichroic
mirror and focused onto a CCD camera (Photon Max 512, Princeton Instruments). Figure
3.4 is a schematic diagram of the SMS setup. The numerical aperture (NA) of the
objective is a very important parameter associated with the objective because it is
proportional to the collection efficiency and can be expressed as,
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NA = nsinθ

3.1

where n is the index of refraction of the medium. The half of the angle of the light cone
that is collected by the objective is given by θ. Assuming an objective with NA of 1.25,
and an index of refraction of an immersion oil/glass coverslip of 1.515, theta can be
calculated to be 55.6°. Assuming a point source, the collection efficiency can be
estimated from the following equation,

obj 

1
4



2

0

d 

55.6

0

sin d

3.2

upon integration gives a collection efficiency of 0.22, indicating that 22% of emitted light
is collected by the objective.59 The largest loss of collection intensity is the loss at the
objective, but before the laser beam enters the microscope, there are several losses of
excitation light. Typically, there is a 1 – 5% loss per lens, mirror, and filter. The
throughput of the fiber coupler also presents a sizeable loss of excitation intensity, with a
typical transmission of around 5 – 10% of laser light. The camera’s quantum efficiency is
another important parameter in determining the efficiency of the system. The overall
microscope collection efficiency can be calculated as follows,

 system  objccd x  fiber
optics

3.5

where ηoptics is the addition of the loss at each optic, and represents the total number of
optics, e.g., filters, lenses, and mirrors. If there are six optics in the system, and assuming
each represents a 5% loss, ηoptics^6 ≈ 0.74 , a ~90% loss due to the fiber coupler
(ηfiber=0.1), a 90% camera quantum efficiency (ηccd = 0.9), and a 22% collection
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efficiency from the objective (ηobj = 0.22), the microscope system collection efficiency is
~1.5%.
Now that the microscope efficiency has been calculated, another important
parameter that is very important in single molecule experiments should be discussed, the
signal to noise ratio. This is the last factor to determine whether single molecule detection
is attainable. The number of detected photons depends directly on the absorption rate and
quantum yield of the sample, the collection efficiency of the system, and the integration
time of the acquisition. This is the “signal” part of the signal to noise ratio. There are
many potential undesirable sources of noise for a given experiment, most commonly
background noise, dark counts seen by the detector, readout noise, and shot noise. In
order to calculate the signal to noise ratio, the following equation can be used59,
SNR 

N
2
N  nbkg  ndark   read

3.6

where N is the number of detected photons, nbkg is background noise, ndark is dark counts,
and σread is the readout noise. Background noise can come from autofluorescence in the
solvent used, or from other parts of the sample, and can be eliminated or reduced by
choosing appropriate solvents that are not absorbent in the wavelength of use. Dark
counts are generated by thermal generation of electrons on the CCD chip, and increase
with increasing time and temperature cooling the camera will significantly reduce the
dark counts. Readout noise is contributed by the analog-digital converter and is
independent of acquisition time, the readout noise is typically the lowest form of noise in
the system. The shot noise arises from the signal itself and is often the most abundant
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form of noise in single molecule measurements. Shot noise arises due to the finite
number of independent events (N) of photons arriving at the detector at different times,
the time difference between photon arrivals is dictated by Poisson statistics, so the shot
noise is equivalent to the square root of the number of photons detected, or

N . Because

shot noise is the most dominant form of noise, the equation above can be reduced to the
following equation,
SNR 

or SNR =

N
N

3.7

N.

The final component of the microscope setup that I will discuss is the translation
stage. The stage on the microscope was used to move the coverslip in 2.5 μm increments
the x y directions and was controlled with a custom LabView program (National
Instruments). When doing SMS measurements, the sample was focused prior to moving
the stage and collecting data. This was done to ensure that no photobleaching was done
prior to acquiring measurements. Data analysis of the fluorescence information was done
with custom scripts in MATLAB (MathWorks).
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CHAPTER 4

PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY

In this chapter, we present a straightforward method for producing stable,
aqueous, photosensitizer doped conjugated polymer nanoparticles for application in
photodynamic therapy. The CP dot photosensitizer nanoparticles exhibit extraordinarily
efficient collection of excitation light due to the large optical cross-section of the
polymer. Upon light excitation, the polymers efficiently transfer energy to the porphyrin
sensitizer dye, in this case, tetraphenylporphyrin (TPP), resulting in highly efficient
singlet oxygen generation. The quantum efficiency of singlet oxygen production was
determined by the p-nitrosodimethylaniline (RNO) bleaching method. Results yield a
singlet oxygen quantum efficiency value of ~0.5 for TPP doped PHDF, ~0.3 for TPP
doped PFO and ~0.2 for TPP doped PFPV. Additional experiments indicated that
relatively small amounts of other reactive oxygen species were formed during irradiation
of the nanoparticles; the quantum efficiency value was determined to be 0.05~0.1.
Extraordinarily large two-photon excitation cross-sections were determined, indicating
promise for near infrared multiphoton photodynamic therapy. Gel electrophoresis of
DNA after UV irradiation in the presence of PDHF doped TPP indicated both purine base
as well as backbone DNA damage by reactive oxygen species. The gel electrophoresis
studies were a result of a collaboration with the Brumaghim group. The extraordinarily
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large optical cross-sections and high quantum efficiency for singlet oxygen generation
exhibited by these nanoparticles yield per-particle singlet oxygen generation rates at least
an order of magnitude higher than other ~50 nm diameter nanoparticle-based
photosensitizers under similar conditions. Most of the results presented here were
previously published. 60
4.1 Introduction
Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is a promising approach to cancer treatment that
involves the use of a photosensitizer dye. The photosensitizer dye generates reactive
oxygen species (ROS) upon photoexcitaiton of the required wavelength. The ROS
damage cells by a number of mechanisms including lipid peroxidation and DNA damage,
resulting in cell necrosis.44 PDT is a selective method that can destroy targeted tissue
with minimal damage to healthy tissue, since both light and the photosensitizer are
required to generate ROS, and the ROS are typically short-lived. In addition, various
photosensitizers have been observed to preferentially collect in some types of diseased
tissue, resulting in additional improvements in the selectivity of PDT.61 Improving drug
targeting by conjugating a photosensitizer to a molecule that binds to receptors that are
overexpressed in cancerous tissue has also been of interest.62
The ROS are produced by the photosensitizer dye via two primary mechanisms.
The Type I mechanism typically involves electron or proton transfer reactions occurring
in the excited state of the photosensitizer, generating reactive radical species including
hydroxyl radical and superoxide radical anion. The Type II mechanism involves the
formation of singlet oxygen (1O2), an electronically excited reactive oxygen species,
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which is formed when a photosensitizer in a triplet excited state transfers energy to
molecular oxygen.63-65 Owing to the fact that generation of singlet oxygen via the Type II
mechanism typically generates many more ROS per photosensitizer molecule than the
Type I mechanism, research into possible agents for photodynamic therapy has been
primarily focused on the Type II mechanism, utilizing dyes with high triplet quantum
yields and long triplet lifetimes (e.g. hematoporphyrin) that generate reactive singlet
oxygen by the interaction of molecular oxygen with the triplet excited state of the dye.65
Recently, there has been considerable interest in the development of more
powerful photosensitizers that deliver more ROS for a given dose of light, 64,66 as well as
photosensitizers that are excited via two-photon excitation.67 Nanoparticle-based
photosensitizing agents have been the focus of recent research, due to their larger onephoton and two-photon optical cross-sections as compared to conventional dyes, as well
as the prospect of developing bioconjugated nanoparticles with enhanced selectivity
towards cancerous tissue.68-71,72

Dayal,73

Recently, we demonstrated the extraordinarily

large one photon and two photon cross-sections for conjugated polymer nanoparticles
(CP dots),39,56,74 as well as efficient intra-particle energy transfer from the conjugated
polymer donor to a variety of polymer or dye acceptors.74,75 This chapter will discuss a
novel type of nontoxic photosensitizer nanoparticle composed of the sensitizer
tetraphenylporphyrin (TPP) doped into various CP dot nanoparticle cores consisting of
the conjugated polymers poly(9,9-dihexylfluorene) (PDHF), poly(9,9-dioctylfluorenyl2,7-diyl) (PFO) and poly[{9,9-dioctyl-2,7-divinylene-fluoreneylene}-alt-co-{2-methoxy5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylene}] (PFPV).76,77 The chemical structures are shown
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Figure 4.1

Chemical structures of the three polymers and photosensitizer dye (TPP)

used in photodynamic therapy experiments.
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in Figure 4.1. The TPP-doped CP dot nanoparticles are relatively small ~20 – 50 nm and
form a stable colloidal suspension in water. As shown in Figure 4.2a, upon light
excitation by the appropriate wavelength, the conjugated polymer efficiently transfers
energy to the porphyrin sensitizer. This results in a high singlet oxygen quantum yield in
the presence of dissolved molecular oxygen, as determined by the RNO bleaching
method.78 UV irradiation of DNA in the presence of PDHF doped TPP nanoparticles
resulted in extensive oxidative damage to the purine bases (G and A), consistent with the
production of singlet oxygen. In addition, some DNA backbone damage was observed,
indicating the generation of other radical species such as hydroxyl radical. An important
feature of the CP dot photosensitizers is their extraordinarily large two-photon crosssections, especially given their small size. This makes possible significantly lower
radiation intensity to produce ROS. It is expected that the lower irradiation requirement
would result in less collateral damage to normal surrounding tissue, which is promising
for possible application of multiphoton photodynamic therapy. Also, CP dot
photosensitizers can readily be prepared in various sizes and encapsulated and
functionalized to impart improved biocompatibility and specificity for diseased tissue.
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Figure 4.2

(a) Nanoparticle representation of energy transfer from nanoparticle to

dopant. (b) Normalized absorbance of PDHF CP dots doped with 10% TPP (green),
fluorescence emission of undoped PDHF (blue), and fluorescence emission of TPP doped
PDHF (red).
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4.2

Experimental

4.2.1 Nanoparticle Preparation
Separately, PDHF and TPP were dissolved in tetrahydrofuran and stirred
overnight, followed by filtration through a 1.6μm filter to make stock solutions. Next,
appropriate amounts of the PDHF and TPP solutions were added to tetrahydrofuran to
make a solution containing polymer and dye at concentrations of 20ppm and 2ppm,
respectively. This solution was briefly sonicated and subsequently, 2mL of the solution
was injected into 8mL of deionized water under sonication and placed under vacuum to
remove most of the tetrahydrofuran solvent, creating a stable colloidal suspension of
nanoparticles. were then vacuum filtered through both a 25 mm glass fibre filter, and a 20
or 100 nm membrane filter, depending on the anticipated size of the nanoparticles, in
order to remove any aggregates. Finally, the solution was vacuum filtered through a both
a 25 mm glass fibre filter, and a 20 nm membrane filter.
4.2.2 Characterization
The particle size distribution was determined by atomic force microscopy (AFM).
The coverslips were prepared by drop casting dilute nanoparticle solutions (diluted
approximately 20 times) onto a clean glass substrate. An Ambios Q250 AFM with a pixel
resolution of 10nm was used in AC mode to image the samples. Previous results have
shown the CP dot nanoparticles to be approximately spherical, so the particle height was
taken as the particle diameter.
4.2.3 Data Analysis
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The spectrophotometric p-nitrosodimethylaniline (RNO) bleaching method
described by Kraljic and El Moshni was employed to determine the 1O2 quantum yield as
follows.78. A buffered solution containing the photosensitizer doped CP dots, imidazole,
and RNO was prepared and irradiated with light of the proper wavelength, creating
singlet oxygen. The singlet oxygen then reacts with imidazole to form a transannular
peroxide species that subsequently oxidizes RNO, and the depletion of RNO is monitored
by UV-Vis spectrometry at 440 nm (Figure 4.3a). Rose Bengal was employed as the
standard for the determination of singlet oxygen quantum yield. The irradiation was
carried out in a commercial fluorimeter (Quantamaster, PTI, Inc.) employing a 75 W Xe
lamp, with the excitation set to match the peak absorption wavelength of the polymer of
use. The RNO absorbance was monitored at 440nm at ten minute intervals with a
Shimadzu UV-2101PC scanning spectrophotometer. The fluorimeter was equipped with a
stir plate and the solution was stirred constantly during irradiation.
Determination of the relative singlet oxygen quantum yield from the photobleach
kinetics data was performed as follows. The kinetics analysis is based on the rate
equation,78






k [ RNO ]
d [ RNO ]
 I ab1O2 r
dt
kd

(1)

where kr and kd are the rate constants for chemical quenching of singlet oxygen by RNO
and and chemical deactivation of singlet oxygen by the solvent, respectively, and I ab is
the intensity of light absorbed by the sample or standard. A straight line was fit to a plot
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Figure 4.3

(a) Stacked spectra showing succession of RNO depleted over time. 4.2

(b) RNO depletion by singlet oxygen with imidazole monitored at 440nm by UV-Vis
spectroscopy with TPP doped PDHF CP dots (●), PDHF (■), TPP doped PDHF with
NaN3(▼),TPP doped PDHF in the absence of imidazole (♦)
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of  ln ARNO (t ) / ARNO (0) versus t for both standard and nanoparticle samples, resulting in
a slope of I ab1O2 (kr / kd ) . The singlet oxygen quantum yield is known for the standard
(rose Bengal), and I ab was measured for both the standard and the nanoparticle
absorption wavelengths.79 Since the initial concentrations of RNO were constant across
all samples, the quantum yield of the nanoparticle samples is determined using the
expression,
1O2np 1O2 std *

k np
k std

where k np and k std are obtained from the slopes of the first order kinetics plots, corrected
for absorbance. A representative kinetics plot demonstrating the rate of bleaching of
RNO at 440nm as a function of irradiation time for the various assays is shown in Figure
4.3b.
4.2.4 Fluorescence Lifetime Determination
The fluorescence lifetime of the TPP excited state in the TPP-doped PDHF CP
dot nanoparticles was determined with the time-correlated single-photon counting
technique (TCSPC). The sample was excited by the second harmonic (400 nm, ~100 fs
pulses) of a mode-locked femtosecond Ti:Sapphire laser (Coherent Mira 9000). The
output of a fast PIN diode (Thorlabs, DET210) monitoring the laser pulse was used as the
start pulse for a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC, Canberra Model 2145). Fluorescence
signal from the aqueous nanoparticle dispersion was collected perpendicular to the
excitation, passed through a 600 nm longpass filter (to isolate the fluorescence from the
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TPP dopant), and detected by a single photon counting module (id Quantique, ID100-50).
The output of the detector was used as the stop pulse for the TAC. The laser was
attenuated to maintain the count rate below 20 kHz in order to minimize nonlinearities in
the detector and timing electronics. The signal from the TAC was digitized using a
multichannel analyzer (FastComTec, MCA-3A). The instrument response function was
measured before and after each fluorescence lifetime measurement using the scattered
laser light from a dilute suspension of polystyrene beads. The combination of the detector
and electronics results in an instrument response function with a width of ~60 ps
(FWHM). The time resolution of the instrument was insufficient to determine the rise
time associated with the energy transfer rate. The data was analyzed via custom software
written for the MATLAB environment employing an iterative deconvolution method.80
Representative data shown in Figure 4.4.
4.2.5 Gel electrophoresis of DNA
4.2.5.1 Purification of plasmid DNA
Plasmid DNA (pBSSK) in Tris-EDTA (TE) buffer was purchased from Aldevron
and dialyzed against 130 mM NaCl for 24 h at 4 oC to remove metal ions. The resulting
DNA concentration was found using UV-vis measurements (Shimadzu UV-3101 PC
spectrophotometer) at A260 (1 A260 = 50 ng/µL). Purity of plasmid DNA was determined
via gel electrophoresis of a digested sample, and all absorbance ratios were within
acceptable limits (A250/260 < 0.95, and A260/280 > 1.8).
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Figure 4.4

TCSPC fluorescence decay of TPP doped PDHF nanoparticles. The

scattered data are measured by TCSPC and the solid curve represents the fit obtained by a
custom made iterative deconvolution.
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4.2.5.2 Gel electrophoresis experiments with nanoparticles
These experiments were conducted to determine the amount of DNA backbone
damage produced upon irradiation of DNA and nanoparticles as a function of irradiation
time. As a positive control, hydroxyl damaged DNA was generated using Fe2+ and H2O2
as follows:, 0.1 pmol plasmid DNA, 130 mM NaCl, 2 µM FeSO4•7H2O maintained at pH
6 with phosphate buffer were combined and allowed to stand for 5 min at room
temperature. H2O2 (50 µM) was then added and incubated for 30 min. EDTA (50 µM)
was added at this time to halt the reaction, and ddH2O was added to yield a total volume
of 10 µL. For the experimental lanes, plasmid DNA (0.1 pmol) was added to a
suspension of nanoparticles to yield a final volume of 300 µL. Aliquots (10 µL) were
taken for electrophoresis at various time intervals (0, 50, 100, and 200 min) during
irradiation.
4.2.5.3 Digestion with Fpg Enzyme
These gel electrophoresis experiments were conducted to determine the amount of
DNA purine base damage produced upon irradiation of DNA and nanoparticles over
time. The Fpg (formamidopyrimidine [fapy]-DNA glycosylase) enzyme was used in
these experiments since it is specific for cleaving oxidized purine (G and A) bases in
DNA. Plasmid DNA (0.1 pmol) in the absence and presence of nanoparticles irradiated
for varying amounts of time (0, 50, 100, and 200 min) were incubated with a bovine
serum albumin (BSA) and NEB buffer 1 solution (0.5 µL) and Fpg enzyme (0.5 µL) for 1
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h at 37°C. After this time, 10% SDS (0.5 µL) was added to each sample and allowed to
stand for 5 min before performing gel electrophoresis.
4.2.5.4 Separation and analysis of DNA.
After preparation of the samples, the DNA was separated on 1% agarose gels via
electrophoresis, stained with ethidium bromide for 30 min, and imaged on an
UVIproDBT-8000 gel imager (UVITec, Cambridge, UK). Quantification of undamaged
and damaged DNA bands was performed using the UviPro software (Jencons Scientific
Inc., Bridgeville, PA, 2003). Since ethidium bromide stains undamaged DNA less
efficiently than damaged DNA, band intensities for undamaged DNA were multiplied by
1.24 prior to comparison. The intensities of the DNA bands for each lane were then
normalized so that addition of damaged and undamaged DNA equals 100 %.
4.2.6 Two-Photon Excitation
The two-photon action cross-section of TPP doped PFPV dots was also
determined as follows. A passively mode locked Ti:sapphire laser (Coherent, Mira, 800
nm, 100fs) was used as the excitation source, and focused using a 30 mm focal length
achormat lens. The nanoparticle suspension with an absorbance of 0.1 a.u. was placed in
a 1 cm quartz cuvette at the focus of the laser. The resulting fluorescence was collected at
90º using a 30 mm focal length lens and then filtered through a pair of 700 nm shortpass
dielectric filters and a Schott BG-38 colored glass filter in order to remove scattered laser
light, subsequently focused onto a single photon avalanche photodiode module
(Quantique id 100-50). The fluorescence intensity as a function of excitation power that
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was varied from 50 mW to 100 mW was recorded. In order to determine if the system is
capable of multiphoton excitation, the expression,

g 8n P(t ) 2
1
 F (t )  C 2* p p
2
f

was used, where <F(t)> is the fluorescence intensity; η is the fluorescence collection
efficiency of the instrument; C is the concentration of the TPP doped PFPV system; σ*2p
is two-photon action cross section of the system; gp is dimensionless and related to pulse
shape; f is the laser repetition rate; τ is the width of the laser pulse; n is the refractive
index of the focusing lens; λ is the wavelength of the laser and <P(t)> corresponds to
laser power. A plot of log<F(t)> versus log<P(t)> resulted in a straight line with a slope
slightly less than two, indicating two photon absorption, and a y-intercept, b, represented
by the expression below was recorded for determination of the cross-section.

g 8n
1
b  Log ( C 2* p p
)
2
f 
Lucifer Yellow in deionized water was used as a standard dye81 for the relative
determination of the two photon action cross-section of the TPP doped PFPV system,
calculated using the expression,

 2* p   2* p ,0

C0
exp(b  b0 )
C

where σ*2p,0 refers to the two-photon action cross section of the standard, C0, and C are
the concentrations of the standard and TPP doped PFPV nanoparticles, respectively, and
b0 and b are the y-intercepts obtained from the log-log plot of laser intensity versus
fluorescence emission intensity of Lucifer Yellow and TPP doped PFPV, respectively.
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4.3

Results and Discussion
Stable aqueous suspensions of TPP-doped CP dots were prepared by a

reprecipitation method described previously.39,75 Typical AFM results of PHDF doped
TPP dispersed on a glass substrate are shown in Figure 4.5a. Detailed analysis of the
particle morphology indicates that the particles are approximately spherical in shape. The
particle height histogram (Figure 4.5b) on the AFM image showed that the majority of
particles had diameters in the range of 52 ± 9 nm, consistent with roughly spherical
nanoparticles. A particle with a radius of ~25 nm and a density of near unity, the mass
per particle was calculated to be ~7 x 10-17 g. Using the molecular weights of the polymer
and dopant, with a doping level of 10 wt%, we estimate that the particles contain ~600
molecules of PDHF and ~6,000 molecules of TPP. Particles of TPP-doped PFO and
PFPV were prepared an characterized in the same manner, and yielded particle sizes of
31 ± 7, and 46 ± 10 nm, respectively. Analysis of the UV-Vis absorption spectra of the
PDHF CP dots (Figure 4.2b) indicated that the composition of the as-prepared CP dots
were consistent with a 1:9 weight ratio of TPP to PDHF in the precursor solution. Based
on the molar absorptivity of the polymer and particle size, the estimated peak extinction
coefficient (at 377 nm) was ~8108 M-1 cm-1 for the TPP-doped PDHF particles, ten
times larger than that of colloidal semiconductor quantum dots of similar or slightly
smaller size
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. The estimated absorption cross-section was calculated to be 2.0 x 10-11

cm2. Based on the decrease in the intensity of the conjugated polymer fluorescence for
the doped nanoparticles (F) as compared to undoped nanoparticles (F0), the energy
transfer
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Figure 4.5

(a) Typical AFM of PDHF CP dots doped with 10% TPP. (b) Particle

height histogram of TPP doped PDHF CP dots, 50 particles analyzed.
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efficiency from the CP dots to TPP is estimated as greater than 95% for all three
polymers, using the expression E = 1 – F/F0.

75

The observation of high energy transfer

efficiency at relatively low ratios of dopant to host polymer provides a clear indication
that the TPP co-precipitated within the polymer nanoparticles, because free TPP in
solution or significant separation of the TPP to form particles consisting primarily of TPP
would result in much lower energy transfer efficiency at the low nanoparticle
concentrations employed in this study. The fluorescence quantum yield of the TPP in the
nanoparticles (exciting primarily the TPP at 400 nm) was determined to be 5.2%,
somewhat lower than the fluorescence quantum yield of TPP in an inert polymer
matrix,31 possibly indicating some fluorescence quenching by a fraction of TPP
aggregates present within the nanoparticles (which is likely at the TPP fraction
employed). Another possibility possibly accounting for the lower fluorescence quantum
yield could arise from the fact that the measurement was acquired by exciting the
nanoparticles at 400 nm, instead of at the peak absorbance of the polymer, resulting in
non-radiative relaxation and therefore reducing quantum yield.
A fluorescence lifetime of 6.1 ns (λex = 400 nm, λem= 650 nm, corresponding to
TPP fluorescence) was determined by time-correlated single photon counting, which is
much shorter than the reported lifetime of TPP in toluene,83 indicating a possible
increased non-radiative rate for TPP which most likely arise as a result of the
conformational distortions of the porphyrin.
The singlet oxygen quantum yield,  (1O2), was determined by the RNO
bleaching method, using RB and as a standard.{Kraljić, 1978 #960; Tanielian, 1996
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Figure 4.6

Gel electrophoresis image showing DNA damage by TPP doped PDHF-

generated ROS. Lane 1: 1 kb MW ladder, lanes 2 – 4: plasmid DNA; DNA + H2O2 (50
µM); DNA + Fe2+ (2 µM) + H2O2. Lanes 5 – 8: DNA + nanoparticles irradiated for 0, 50,
100, 200 min, respectively.
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#1015} The determined singlet oxygen quantum yield for the TPP-doped PDHF particles
(  (1O2)=0.5) is similar to that of other known good photosensitizers such as RB
(  (1O2)= 0.76),65 and considerably higher than that of hematoporphyrin which is
insoluble in aqueous solution, and therefore exhibits low singlet oxygen yields due to
aggregation.84 The ROS are produced by the photosensitizer dye via two primary
mechanisms; the Type I mechanism typically generates reactive radical species including
hydroxyl radical and superoxide radical anion, and the Type II mechanism involves the
formation of 1O2 (singlet oxygen).63-65 While TPP and RB typically undergo the type II
mechanism and generate primarily singlet oxygen and infrequently the type I and produce
little other ROS, conjugated polymers can undergo charge transfer and proton transfer
reactions in the excited state, which could lead to the production of other ROS. In order
to estimate the relative amount of singlet oxygen versus other ROS, additional
photobleaching experiments were performed on the TPP-doped PDHF CP dot
nanoparticles. Additional experiments were performed in both the absence of imidazole
and in the presence of imidazole and excess NaN3, which resulted in approximately an
80% reduction in the RNO bleaching rate. These results yield an upper bound on the
relative amount of photobleaching by other ROS of approximately 20%, indicating that,
for the TPP-doped PDHF particles, singlet oxygen is the principal ROS. Undoped PDHF
nanoparticles were found to have a singlet oxygen quantum yield of ~0.1, indicating that
doping with TPP greatly improves the efficiency of singlet
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Figure 4.7

Bar graph showing the effects of nanoparticles on both backbone and

purine base DNA damage upon irradiation at different time intervals. Backbone damage,
lanes 2-4: plasmid DNA alone, DNA + H2O2, DNA + Fe2+ + H2O2, respectively. Lanes 58: DNA + nanoparticles irradiated for various time intervals (0, 50, 100, 200 min,
respectively). Results are the average of three trials, and standard deviations are indicated
by error bars. Purine base damage is shown in lanes 9-13: DNA, DNA + nanoparticles
irradiated for various time intervals (0, 50, 100, 200 min, respectively) after Fpg
digestion.
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oxygen generation due to efficient energy transfer from the polymer to the TPP and the
high triplet yield of TPP.
DNA damage by nanoparticle-generated ROS was measured using gel
electrophoresis (Figure 4.6). When nanoparticles were combined with DNA without
irradiation, (lane 5) DNA damage was not observed. Increasing irradiation time of
nanoparticles with DNA (50-200 min) resulted in increasing DNA damage (lanes 6-8).
Quantification of the gel bands indicated that irradiation times of 100 and 200 min
produced approximately 50% and 79% backbone-damaged DNA, respectively. To
determine purine base damage, gel electrophoresis experiments were conducted with the
Fpg enzyme that nicks DNA at oxidized guanine and adenine bases. Increased DNA
purine base damage was also observed with increasing irradiation time (50 – 200 min) for
the nanoparticle DNA solutions (Figure 4.7).
We have shown that nanoparticles comprised of the copolymer PFPV exhibit twophoton absorptions an order of magnitude larger than PDHF nanoparticles. This is
explained in terms of the alternating donor – π – donor structure along the polymer
backbone.41 The two-photon absorption cross section determined for the TPP-doped
PFPV CP dot nanoparticles was 5 x 105 GM (Figure 4.7), which is similar to previously
reported value for undoped PFPV CP dots.41 A useful figure of merit for two-photon PDT
agent comparisons is the two-photon absorption cross-section for singlet oxygen
generation. This figure can be estimated by multiplying the two-photon absorption cross
section and the singlet oxygen quantum yield. We have estimated a two-photon action
cross-section for generation of singlet oxygen to be
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Figure 4.8

log-log plot of the fluorescence intensity of the TPP doped PFPV CP dot

nanoparticles vs. laser power at 800 nm. The slope obtained was 1.94, indicating twophoton absorption. The intercept yields a two-photon cross section of 5 x 105 GM.
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~106GM, based on the singlet oxygen quantum yield of the TPP-doped particles is more
than a factor of two higher than the fluorescence quantum yield.
4.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, novel nanoparticle photosensitizers have been developed that
exhibit very high excitation cross-sections and high quantum efficiency for singlet
oxygen generation. In the case of one-photon excitation, we estimate a cross-section of
10-15~10-12 cm2, and for the two-photon absorption cross-section, was determined to be
~106 GM, depending on the polymer and particle size. The singlet oxygen quantum yield
in aqueous solutions was determined to be ~0.5 for PHDF doped with TPP, ~0.3 for PFO
doped with TPP, and ~0.2 for PFPV doped with TPP. The generation of singlet oxygen
results in both backbone and purine base damage to DNA. Quantum dot photosensitizers
such as CdTe have a similar singlet oxygen quantum yield, but an excitation cross section
more than two orders of magnitude lower than that of CP dots.85 The TPP doped CP dot
nanoparticles studied here possess a combination of high excitation cross-section, high
singlet oxygen quantum yield, and small size and are unmatched by other nanoparticles
loaded or functionalized with photosensitizers.86,87 This combination makes the TPP
doped CP dot system promising for photodynamic therapy applications and could lead to
reductions in both photosensitizer dosing and irradiation levels that are required for
effective singlet oxygen generation. The extraordinarily large two-photon excitation
cross-sections recently observed for CP dots (as high as 105 GM),56are well above the
suggested threshold for clinical viability for multiphoton-excited photodynamic
therapy,87 which is a promising strategy for more accurate targeting of diseased tissue.69
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Furthermore, encapsulation88 and bioconjugation of the CP dot nanoparticles to target
specific diseased tissue is a promising strategy towards improving the solubility of
photosensitizers and also the specificity of photodynamic therapy based on such
nanoparticles.
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CHAPTER 5

EXCITON DYNAMICS IN CONJUGATED POLYMERS: BULK SOLUTION AND
SINGLE MOLECULE SPECTROSCOPY

5.1

Introduction
Conjugated polymers have been extensively researched due to their delocalized pi

electrons along their backbone and high absorptivity in the UV-Vis region of the
electromagnetic spectrum. They have application in polymer based light emitting devices
7,9

, thin film transistors

89,90

, and photovoltaic cells

91,92

. Because the efficiency of

polymer light emitting devices depend on the fluorescence quantum yield, materials with
relatively high fluorescence quantum yields are ideal for these applications. We have
developed a facile method for preparing conjugated polymer nanoparticles by a
reprecipitation method as previously described in Chapter 2.39,88 The method involves
dissolving the hydrophobic polymer in a water-miscible organic solvent, and then rapidly
injecting into water, which then leads to a sudden decrease in solvent quality and causes
chain collapse creating a stable suspension of conjugated polymer nanoparticles. The
resulting nanoparticles, which we term “CP dots” have been proven to have extremely
high fluorescence brightness and high optical per particle absorption cross-sections. The
McNeill lab has recently used CP dots in studies involving fluorescence-based imaging,
as fluorescent tags for cellular imaging, in photodynamic therapy applications for the
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creation of singlet oxygen, and as oxygen sensors.39,40,56,75,93-98 Of particular interest is the
photostability of the CP dots, and further research in these fields could benefit from a
better understanding of the underlying dynamics of the fluorescent excited state and
particularly exciton and polaron generation and interaction. Because polarons can
potentially have long range energy transfer from excitons, they have great potential for
quenching a significant amount of fluorescence, and a small density of polarons can have
a substantial effect on the fluorescence quantum yield. Polarons can be introduced into a
conjugated polymer in several different manners, including injection by an electrode,
chemical doping with electron rich or deficient heteroatoms, by induced electric fields, or
by photoexcitation followed by exciton dissociation. In order to improve the efficiency of
the CP dots, understanding the rates and mechanisms of exciton and polaron formation
can potentially lead to brighter and more efficient materials.
In this chapter, we present the preparation of CP dots and a discussion on their
photophysical properties under varying solvent conditions with various experimental
techniques, both in bulk solution and on the single molecule level. Because the
conjugated polymer is soluble in organic solvent, incremental addition of a “good”
solvent to the aqueous CP dot solution can provide insight into the mechanism for
particle formation and the exciton and polaron generation and dynamics that occur on the
molecular level. Because the sudden decrease in solvent quality is the driving force
necessary for formation of nanoparticles, adding aliquots of the organic solvent
tetrahydrofuran (THF) back into the nanoparticle suspension will partially unfold, or
“swell” the nanoparticles. This process can potentially provide more understanding about
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the polymer chain morphology, the conformation of the intermediates in the folding
process, and the inter- and intra-chain dynamics of the excited state. Understanding the
folding processes and polymer chain interactions can lead to better sample preparation to
produce more efficient conjugated polymer nanoparticles to suit a variety of applications.
The CP dots were characterized in terms of their size, UV-Vis and fluorescence
spectra, quantum yield, photostability and fluorescence recovery, or “reversible”
photobleaching under varying solvent conditions for bulk solution studies. Single
molecule fluorescence spectroscopy experiments are a promising pathway to gain insight
on the photophysical processes occurring on the nanoscale level. In the case of single
molecule microscopy studies, the conjugated polymers were characterized by their perparticle fluorescence brightness, photostability, emission rate, and “reversibility” of
fluorescence decay.
5.2

Characterization

5.2.1 Absorbance and Fluorescence Spectroscopy of the Conjugated Polymers
MEH-PPV and PFBT as a function of Solvent Conditions
The conjugated polymers poly[2-methoxy-5-(2'-ethyl-hexyloxy)-1,4-phenylene
vinylene] (MEH-PPV, average MW 200,000, polydispersity 4.0) and poly[(9,9dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl)-co-(1,4-benzo-{2,1’,3}-thiadiazole)] (PFBT, average MW
10,000, polydispersity 1.7) were used in these studies. The polymers were purchased
from ADS Dyes, Inc. and were used without further purification. Suspensions of stable,
aqueous nanoparticles were prepared as described in Chapter 3. Briefly, a 1,000 ppm
solution of polymer dissolved in THF was diluted to make a 100 ppm stock solution.
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Next, 2 mL of the stock solution was rapidly injected into 8mL of water. The resulting
suspension was then placed in a vacuum oven purged with N2 gas under low heat for
approximately 12 hours to evaporate the THF, and finally filtered with both 1 µm glass
fibre filter, and a 100 nm membrane filter.
In order to see changes in the absorption and fluorescence spectrum upon particle
formation, a series of spectra were obtained using the CP dots dissolved in different
water/THF mixtures. Figure 5.1 and 5.2 show the UV-Vis and fluorescence spectra with
varying THF concentration of PFBT and MEH-PPV polymers. Both polymers show a
slight red shift in the peak absorbance as the concentration of THF decreases. (These
spectra are not normalized in order to show the slight shifts in peak absorbance. The
spectra are somewhat noisy because of the necessary THF dilution for the 100%
THT/water sample required at least a 10:1 ratio of THF to CP dots.) The slight blue shift
from CP dot to the polymer dissolved in THF is consistent with an overall decrease in
conjugation length due to bending and kinking of the polymer backbone.
The fluorescence spectra are also shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. Fluorescence
spectra are normalized and it is seen in the PFBT fluorescence that only a very slight red
shift occurs with the decrease in solvent quality for the PFBT polymer. In the case of the
MEH-PPV fluorescence, a drastic red shift is seen as the solvent quality decreases (from
the polymer in pure THF to formation of nanoparticles), which is evidence of increased
interchain interactions as the polymer chains collapse. The marked difference in the
evolution of the spectra of the two polymers as solvent quality decreases can be attributed
to a combination of factors, including a combination of increased energetic disorder and
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Figure 5.1

PFBT polymer absorbance and fluorescence spectra under varying solvent

environments, top and bottom, respectively.
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Figure 5.2

MEH-PPV polymer absorbance and fluorescence spectra under varying

solvent environments, top and bottom, respectively.
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increased energy transfer in MEH-PPV as compared to PFBT, and a higher degree of pistacking in MEH-PPV as compared to PFBT.
5.2.2 Particle Size and Morphology of MEH-PPV and PFBT CP dots
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) in intermittent contact mode was used to
determine the particle size distribution. Particle images and histograms of both PFBT and
MEH-PPV CP dots on glass coverslips are shown in Figure 5.3. In order to prepare the
coverslips for AFM studies, a dipping method was used. The stock suspension of
nanoparticles was diluted 40 times with water in a beaker to obtain a total final volume of
3 mL, the diluted suspension was then sonicated for 30 seconds to ensure proper
nanoparticle distribution. The cleaned coverslips were then functionalized with 1 x 105 M
APS, rinsed with water, and then immersed in the 3 mL diluted nanoparticle suspension
for 40 minutes.
In order to obtain histograms of the size distribution of the CP dots, 500
nanoparticles were analyzed and to obtain an average size and standard deviation. MEHPPV was 10.6 ± 2.8 nm and PFBT was 20.5 ± 3.1 nm. Examination of the particle
morphology indicates that the particles are roughly spherical single nanoparticles,
consistent with tight polymer chain packing. The spherical conformation is the
thermodynamically expected product due to the low concentration of polymer injected
into water and the large interfacial tension between the polymer/THF solution and the
water, as proven experimentally and theoretically. 99,100
5.3

Bulk Solution Steady State Fluorescence Spectroscopy of MEH-PPV and

PFBT Polymers as a Function of Solution Conditions
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Figure 5.3

(a) Representative AFM image of MEH-PPV on a glass substrate. (b)

Histogram of particle height of MEH-PPV, data taken from the AFM image. (c)
Representative AFM image of PFBT on a glass substrate. (b) Histogram of particle height
of PFBT, data taken from the AFM image.
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5.3.1 Quantum Yield Determination of MEH-PPV and PFBT Polymers as a
Function of Solvent Conditions
The quantum yield of polymers PFBT and MEH-PPV was determined for a series
samples containing 25 ppm CP dots dissolved in solutions of decreasing Water/THF
ratios. Absorbance measurements were obtained on a Shimadzu UV-Vis spectrometer set
to take a measurement every 0.1 nm and the slowest scan setting for best resolution due
to the relatively low concentration of CP dots. Fluorescence measurements were done on
a commercial PTI fluorimeter with an integration time of 2.5 seconds per nm to reduce
noise in the spectra. Fluorescene was used as the fluorescence quantum yield standard,
and was diluted in 0.1 M NaOH to obtain an absorbance of 0.1 a.u. The equation below
was used to determine the quantum yield:
A
F ( X )   s
 AX

 FX

 FS

 n X

 nS

2


 F ( S )


5.1

where S and X refer to the standard and sample, respectively. ΦF is the fluorescence
quantum yield, A is the absorbance of the sample, F is the integrated area under the
fluorescence spectra, and n is the refractive index. The quantum yield of fluorescein in
0.1 M NaOH is known to be 0.79.101 All spectra were corrected for background and
measurements of the corresponding blank. All samples were diluted to an absorbance of
0.5 a.u. for absorbance measurements, and subsequently diluted by a factor of ten for
fluorescence measurements. 57
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Fluorescence quantum yields (ΦF) for PFBT and MEH-PPV as a function of
solvent conditions are summarized in Table 5.1.
H2O:THF ΦF PFBT
λex 450/ λem 545
100:0
0.101
75:25
0.142
50:50
0.197
25:75
0.311
0:100
0.414

ΦF MEH-PPV
λex 489/ λem 590
0.004
0.029
0.029
0.112
0.149

Table 5.1. Fluorescent quantum yield data obtained for MEH-PPV and PFBT polymers in
solutions of varying water/THF ratios.

The fluorescence quantum yield of MEH-PPV polymer ranged from ~0.04% ~ 15% with
increasing THF concentration, whereas PFBT polymer ranged from ~10% ~ 40%. The
range of the MEH-PPV quantum yields is a full order of magnitude larger than the PFBT
quantum yield range, consistent with increased energy transfer to quencher species as
nanoparticles form. This is evidence that there are many more quencher interactions in
the MEH-PPV nanoparticles, with a very steep increase in the rate of interactions as the
nanoparticles form, meaning that an increase in the rate of quencher generation is
occurring, but more likely that the rate of energy transfer to quencher species increases
rapidly. Inter-chain sites can be a factor in polaron efficiency, and, and as the particles are
formed, the number of chain-chain interactions increases as well. Studies done on single
CP dots could provide more information pertaining to the rate of polaron generation and
the polaron quenching radius.
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5.3.2 Rate Models
Three phenomenological rate models were used to fit the photobleaching
dynamics.

Typical

fluorescent

dyes

exhibit

first

order

(single

exponential)

photobleaching kinetics under low excitation intensity, but the dynamics of
photobleaching in conjugated polymers is more complex. Single exponential kinetics
occur when there is a decay of a population of species. In the case of fluorescence
species, loss of fluorescence is a result of the molecules undergoing a photochemical
reaction. The mathematical function describing a single exponential decay of a
population n(t) is as follows,
t

n(t )  n0 e 

where n0 is the initial population, t is the experiment time, and τ is the time constant.
If there are two distinct populations in a sample that undergo decay, the observed
kinetics will be biexponential. The function describing biexponential kinetics is,

n(t )  n0, Ae

t

t

A

B

 n0, B e

5.2

where n0,A and n0,B are the initial subpopulations, t is the experiment time, and τA and τB
are the time constants associated with populations A and B. This expression could be
expanded, adding additional terms, but the uncertainty increases rapidly with the addition
of each fit parameter so more than two exponential terms are not commonly used.80
The third phenomenological model used to fit photobleaching data is the
Kohlrausch-Williams-Watt model (KWW), also called the stretched exponential model.
This model is used to describe systems that have a range of environments giving rise to a
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large range of decay rates.

102,103

The mathematical form for the stretched exponential

model is,
n(t )  n0 e

 t 
 
 



5.3

where the β parameter represents the “stretching” or broadening of the values of the
various decay constants that occur in the sample. Beta ranges from 0 to 1, with a β of 1,
single exponential kinetics are occurring. As β approaches zero, the distribution of decay
constants is larger, which is seen in more disordered systems. Thus the β parameter can
be considered to be a measure of the degree of lifetime disorder or heterogeneity (rate
disorder or heterogeneity) of a system.
5.3.3 Bulk Photobleaching and Reversible Photobleaching in MEH-PPV and
PFBT Polymers Under Various Solvent Conditions
Determination of which kinetic rate law best fits the data is important for the
complex photobleaching kinetics of conjugated polymers, and with solvent dependent
photobleaching experiments, information regarding the processes that occur in chain
folding can provide more information about the efficiency of radiative emission.
Measurements were obtained with the homebuilt fluorimeter setup, using a 473 nm
continuous wave blue laser. The laser power was measured daily, and ranged between 8 –
12 mW. For each experiment, the laser fluctuations were accounted for by monitoring
the laser signal at 473 nm. The samples were illuminated for one to two hours in each
experiment, and fluorescence signal was acquired at the emission peak of the polymer
being studied every 0.5 seconds. Photobleaching measurements were performed with 300
μL of 25 ppm concentration of conjugated polymer using a 3 mm x 3 mm capped quartz
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cuvette with the appropriate solvent system. For all bulk solution photobleaching
measurements, the following solvent conditions were used; CP dots diluted in water, in
50:50 Water:THF ratio, and in ~100% THF. Figure 5.4 shows the photobleaching curves
for MEH-PPV and PFBT polymers in varying solution conditions. The three kinetic fits
were applied to each photobleaching curve, as shown in Figure 5.5. The residuals are
shown in the inset of the figure and show that the biexponential and KWW functions fit
almost equally well, and significantly better than the single exponential function fit.
Table 5.2 summarizes the results of the fitting parameters, and the corresponding sample
variance (σN2) to the fit calculated with the following equation,
2

N

 
2
N

 y
i 1

i

 fi 

N

,

5.4

where yi is the ith data point, and fi is the ith data point in the fit curve, and N represents
the number of data points taken. It is seen in Table 5.2 that the biexponential and KWW
functions have a substantially lower sample variance than the exponential as further proof
that the kinetics are multi exponential.
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Figure 5.4

Bulk solution photobleaching curves under varying solvent conditions.

Blue traces – CP dots in water, green traces – CP dots in a mixture of 50% THF/50%
water, red traces – CP dots redissolved in THF.
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Single Exponential
τ (s)

148

σN2 (x10-5)

25

τ (s)

177

σN2 (x10-5)

33

τ (s)

665

σN2 (x10-5)

24

τ (s)

2287

σN2 (x10-5)

70.3

τ (s)

1872

σN2 (x10-5)

12

τ (s)

4686

σN2 (x10-5)

18

Biexponential
KWW (stretched) exponential
MEH-PPV with 0% THF
τ1 (A1 = 0.79) 97
τ
77
τ2 (A2 = 0.21) 452
β
0.62
σ N2
1.8
σ N2
5.3
MEH-PPV with 50% THF
τ1 (A1 = 0.59) 59
τ
48
τ2 (A2 = 0.41) 400
β
0.39
2
2
σN
1.45
σN
2.3
MEH-PPV with 100% THF
τ1 (A1 = 0.48) 281
τ
538
τ2 (A2 = 0.52) 1274 β
0.69
2
2
σN
1.9
σN
3.7
PFBT with 0% THF
τ1 (A1 = 0.70) 79
τ
2270
τ2 (A2 = 0.30) 2414 β
0.87
σ N2
3.1
σ N2
3.9
PFBT with 50% THF
τ1 (A1 = 0.57) 3549 τ
7108
τ2 (A2 = 0.43) 471
β
0.66
σ N2
2.3
σ N2
6.9
PFBT with 100% THF
τ1 (A1 = 0.23) 1363 τ
1655
τ2 (A2 = 0.86) 15192 β
0.45
σ N2
5.6
σ N2
2.1

Table 5.2. Comparison of the bulk solution data using different fitting models showing
their sample variance values as a function of fit, and comparing time constants and beta
values for varying solvent mixtures.

Having determined that the photobleaching decay curves are best described with
biexponential and stretched exponential kinetics, the time constants and amplitudes of the
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Figure 5.5

Bleaching curve for PFBT CP dots (aqua, dashed) with exponential (blue,

solid line), biexponential (green, solid line) and stretched exponential (red, solid line),
Inset: Residuals (fluorescence – fitting result) with the same color trend, with all lines
solid. The residuals are offset for clarity, with zero difference (perfect fit) indicated by a
black horizontal line for each residual.
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biexponential fits can be compared, as well as the τ and β parameters in the stretched
exponential fit. Both MEH-PPV and PFBT photobleaching curves show a trend in the
decay constants of the biexponential kinetic fit data when the amplitudes are accounted
for (generating a weighted average of exponential decay). As the concentration of THF
increases, the decay constants rapidly increase. This is consistent with polymer chains
swelling or unfolding, and a corresponding drop in the energy transfer efficiency to
quenching species. The β parameter did not follow a trend with increasing THF
concentration, indicating that in a bulk solution, the range of decay constants is broad
independent of the conformation of the polymer.
Conjugated polymer nanoparticles were observed to partially recover their
fluorescence, or “reverse photobleaching” upon attenuating the excitation source with
neutral density filters for a period of time. Reversible photobleaching measurements were
obtained similar to photobleaching measurements, except a neutral density filter was
inserted in order to block a percentage of the excitation source every 60 seconds to allow
for detection of fluorescence recovery. During the “dark” times, the fluorescence trace is
sometimes seen to increase as it is recovering. Figure 5.6 shows the photobleaching
fluorescence intensity as a function of irradiation time for each of the six samples
measured. The excitation source was dimmed to 0.1% of the initial intensity for periods
of 60 seconds by insertion or removal of an ND = 2 (neutral density 2, 10-2) filter from
the excitation beam path. One model for understanding reversible photobleaching is that
the rate of exciton formation and the rate of polaron generation are competing processes
under irradiation, and when the excitation is dimmed, the rate of polaron generation
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Figure 5.6

Reversible photobleaching for bulk solutions for polymers MEH-

PPV and PFBT under varying solvent conditions.
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decreases much faster than the rate of exciton generation. As can be seen from Figure 5.6,
the MEH-PPV polymer experiences much more irreversible photobleaching than the
PFBT polymer. It was previously seen that the quantum yield of the MEH-PPV decreases
drastically as the CP dots form indicating efficient energy transfer within the polymer to
polarons and other defects acting as quenchers. The most reversibility occurs in MEHPPV and PFBT when the CP dots are dissolved in a 50:50 ratio of Water/THF. Table 5.3
shows a tabulation of the difference between the peak of the curve from the last
fluorescence data point before the excitation source was dimmed and the first
fluorescence data point after the excitation was restored, illustrating that the greatest
difference was in the 50:50 Water/THF solutions. One interpretation of this is that when a
small amount of THF is added to the suspension, the CP dots are enabled to reorganize
into a more thermodynamically favored conformation, but because they are still in an
aqueous environment, they remain as particles, only perhaps slightly swelled. With CP
dots redissolved in 100% THF, the interaction of the polymer with the solvent increases
dramatically as the exposed surface area of the polymer chains increases, possibly
causing chemical reactions to occur, which are irreversible reactions. Fluorescence
recovery is seen during the “dark” times, but was too small and inconsistent to quantify.
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Intensity difference 120 - 60 s 180 - 120 s 240 - 180 s 300 - 240 s 300 s
PFBT
0% THF (x106)
2.6
1.8
1.6
1.3
0.5
50% THF (x106)
14.6
15.4
13.7
11.6 61.8
100% THF (x106)
1.6
0.19
0.17
0.18 0.16
MEH-PPV
0% THF (x105)
0.7
0.8
0.7
0.9
0.7
5
50% THF (x10 )
5.2
3.7
2.7
1.6
1.7
100% THF (x105)
-0.1
0.5
0.0
0.2
0.8

Table 5.3. Comparison of data showing the amount of fluorescence recovery as a
function of time in reversible photobleaching studies.

5.4

Single Molecule Fluorescence Spectroscopy
Molar absorptivity is often used to characterize absorbance in bulk solutions. In

single molecule studies, the absorption cross-section is the parameter of interest. In order
to determine the absorption cross-section per polymer molecule in water, the suspension
of aqueous CP dots was prepared by injecting 2 mL of 100 ppm polymer/THF solution
into 8 mL of water. The THF was then removed by evaporation in an oven under N 2
purge at ~55º C, and in the absence of the THF, the resulting solution was 25 ppm. The
solution was then filtered through a membrane filter and a glass fibre filter. The molar
absorptivity can be determined with UV-Vis spectroscopy and the Beer-Lambert law by
preparing a solution of known concentration of conjugated polymer/THF and determining
the peak absorbance. Using Beer’s law, the molar absorptivity can be determined. The
size of the CP dots was measured by AFM, and assuming that the particle is spherical, the
volume of a single nanoparticle can be estimated. Assuming polymer density of 1 g/cm3,
the weight per molecule of the polymer can be determined. The average number of
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polymers per nanoparticle can be determined by dividing the volume of a single
nanoparticle by the volume of a single polymer molecule. The molar absorptivity of the
nanoparticle can be determined by multiplying the average number of polymers per
nanoparticle by the solution molar absorptivity. Equation 2.12 is used to convert this into
the absorption cross-section. Single particles of PFBT with a diameter of ~10 nm were
found to possess peak cross-sections on the order of ~10-13 cm2 and for MEH-PPV with a
diameter of ~20 nm the peak absorption cross-section of ~10-15 cm2.
Single molecule studies were performed on a home built, wide-field fluorescence
microscope. Bright fluorescence spots were observed corresponding to CP dots dispersed
on a coverslip as shown in Figure 5.7(a). In order to prepare the coverslips for single
molecule fluorescence studies, a dipping method was used. The stock suspension of
nanoparticles was diluted 400 times with water in a beaker to obtain a total final volume
of 3 mL, the diluted suspension was then sonicated for 30 seconds to ensure proper
nanoparticle distribution. The coverslips were then functionalized with 1 x 105 M
aminopropyl silane (APS) solution, gently rinsed with water, and then immersed in the
beaker containing 3 mL of diluted nanoparticle suspension for 40 minutes. To properly
place the coverslip on the stage, in contact with the objective, a small amount of
immersion oil (NA = 1.25) was placed on the tip of the objective. The coverslip was then
placed on the stage, in contact with the objective. To obtain images of nanoparticle
fluorescence, a 473 nm continuous wave blue laser was used as the excitation source. The
microscope setup was described in detail in Chapter 3. The laser power and throughput of
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Figure 5.7

Left – A 10 μm x 10 μm fluorescence image of single PFBT dots

on a glass coverslip. Right – Fluorescence saturation of PFBT dots with increasing
excitation intensity.
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the fiber coupler were measured daily and accounted for in data analysis, the laser power
ranged from 8 mW ~ 12 mW, and the throughput was ~5.5%.
5.4.1 Single Molecule Photobleaching Measurements of MEH-PPV and PFBT
Polymers in Varying Solvent Atmosphere
The photostability of CP dots is extremely important parameter for single
molecule microscopy experiments. The photobleaching of conjugated polymers is
complicated by the large number of interactions that can occur with several possible
species in the polymer, e.g., excitons, polarons and fluorescence quenching sites that
arise due to bending and torsion of the polymer chain.

51,104,105

In order to get a better

understanding of the interactions occurring in the conjugated polymers, photobleaching
studies were done with varying volume percentages of THF to partially unfold the
polymer and determine the photobleaching kinetics occurring at each step.
Photobleaching studies were performed, attenuating the laser power with the
appropriate ND filters. Single particle photobleaching was done with a series of
consecutive acquisitions. The acquisition time was 0.05 seconds and the number of
exposures was modified to suit the nanoparticle of interest. For more the more
photostable PFBT nanoparticles, the number of acquisitions was 2400, and for the less
photostable MEHPPV, the number of acquisitions was 1200. The PFBT experiments
were done with no ND filters, and the MEH-PPV experiments were done with a ND =
0.3 (to block ~50% of the laser intensity) filter in order to reduce the rate of
photobleaching so as to obtain sufficient kinetics data. For each experiment, the laser
power was accounted for by monitoring the laser signal at 473 nm. The sample
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compartment was gently purged with nitrogen during all experiments in order to inhibit
quenching from molecular oxygen. Several methods were employed in order to obtain
solvent dependent data. When solvent was directly applied to the coverslip, the
fluorescence image was blurred, probably due to scattering. Another technique was to
prepare the coverslips in the solvent system of interest, meaning that if the solvent system
was pure THF, the nanoparticles would be introduced to the APS functionalized coverslip
in a beaker containing THF with a dilute solution of redissolved CP dots. This method
was problematic probably due to the fast rate of THF evaporation and the high
concentration of water in the air. The final method was a modified “solvent vapor
annealing” method, where the vapor from the solvent is used to introduce the solvent to
the system.
These measurements could provide a way to determine whether the CP dots are
able to reorganize into a more thermodynamically favored conformation upon exposure
to an organic solvent, as a recent publication on “solvent vapor annealing” has suggested
for the MEH-PPV polymer.106 It was seen that when solvent vapor was introduced into
the vapor flow chamber, the isolated single particles underwent folding and unfolding
events observed by changes in the fluorescence spots viewed on a wide field fluorescence
microscope They stated that result of the solvent vapo annealing was that a more ordered,
lower energy state was seen after the solvent vapor is removed.
The solvent vapor method was used for acquiring data in this chapter. If the
solvent vapor method was able to unfold the CP dots, upon removal of the THF from the
coverslip chamber, the polymer would slowly re-collapse into a more thermodynamically
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favored conformation. Expected results from this method would be a possible increase in
saturation intensity and radiative emission rate, accompanied by higher photostability. To
obtain solvent dependent data, the experiments were done under the following conditions
and in the following order on the same coverslip; under N2 purge, under N2 purge with a
piece of filter paper elevated from the coverslip soaked with THF, and finally the
measurement was done after removal of the THF soaked filter paper under N2 purge.
Figure 5.8 shows results from the three different conditions for the MEH-PPV
polymer. The inset shows some triplet blinking occurring under the THF vapor
atmosphere, which could be explained by the fluorescence being periodically quenched
by some nearby quencher. Depending on the particular nanoparticle chosen on the
coverslip, the data varied extensively and no definitive comparison or conclusion can be
made from the investigation of solvent effects via single molecule photobleaching
experiments. The triplet blinking was seen in all of the experiments with the THF,
however.
Because the nanoparticle size is a very high impact parameter, the slightest
difference can cause large changes in the brightness. The average and standard deviation
of the MEH-PPV and PFBT CP dots was 20.5 ± 3.1, and 10.6 ± 2.8, respectively.
Because the surface area of a sphere increases with the radius squared, the corresponding
fluorescence difference with respect to a change in radius would have a quadratic
dependence if it was assumed that all fluorescence emission events occurred from the
surface of the sphere. If it was assumed that the fluorescence emission events could also
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Figure 5.8

MEH-PPV polymer under different solvent conditions. The blue

curve is the MEH-PPV in N2 atmosphere, the green curve is from the addition of THF
solvent vapor to the coverslip chamber, and the red curve was taken after removal from
THF. The inset shows triplet blinking under THF vapor conditions.
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occur as a result of events occurring inside the sphere, then the emission intensity would
increase as a function of the radius cubed.
Another issue related to wide field single molecule spectroscopy is the laser spot
size and the per pixel power density. The laser spot is treated as a 2D Gaussian, and using
Equation 5.5 the excitation intensity, I0 at the spot of interest can be corrected for, where
σ represents the beam width where the intensity has decreased to 1/e2, and P0 is the
intensity at the center of the beam.
I0 

2 P0

 2

5.5

After the excitation intensity was corrected for, the photobleaching decay curves were fit
to the three kinetic fit models. Most of the data fit best to biexponential and stretched
exponential kinetics, with a few that fit best to single exponential. The time constants
associated with the fits ranged by three orders of magnitude. The measured parameter
with the most reproducibility was the death number. The corrected death numbers for
MEH-PPV, and PFBT photobleaching experiments were on consistently the order of
~106 photons, and 107 photons, respectively.
5.4.2 Single Molecule Reversible Photobleaching Measurements of MEH-PPV and
PFBT Polymers in Varying Solvent Atmosphere
Single molecule reversible photobleaching measurements were done for each
nanoparticle under the same laser power, acquisition time, and number of exposures as
for the single molecule photobleaching measurements. Every ten seconds an ND = 1 filter
was placed in front of the beam, to block 10% of the beam to observe any recovered
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Figure 5.9

Reversible photobleaching of single PFBT polymer under varying solvent

conditions. The blue curve was obtained under N2 atmosphere, the green curve was taken
under THF solvent vapor conditions,a nd the red curve was obtained after the THF vapor
was removed from the sample chamber. The inset shows a closer look at later experiment
times.
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fluorescence. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the reversible photobleaching data for the PFBT
and MEH-PPV polymer, respectively, under the three different solvent conditions.
Reversible photobleaching studies done in bulk solution show that the most
reversible photobleaching was seen with the 50:50 THF/water sample, however they
were still in an aqueous solution which could keep them in the collapsed nanoparticle
conformation. In the single molecule experiment, conformation of this hypothesis would
be the observation of more reversible photobleaching from the CP dots after THF has
been removed from the sample. In bulk solution reversible photobleaching studies, the
samples in 100% THF showed the least amount of reversible photobleaching, which was
attributed to the increased interaction with the solvent, causing non-photodriven
fluorescence quenching. In the single molecule, we would expect to see more reversible
photobleaching after the exposure to THF vapor has been removed from the coverslip’s
sample chamber as compared to the bulk studies. The single molecule data again varied
by several orders of magnitude, and only slight reversible behavior was seen at early
times for all samples measured.
5.4.3 Single Molecule Saturation Studies
Fluorescence saturation studies on single PFBT CP dots in varying solvent
atmospheres were performed under nitrogen protection to reduce photobleaching by
molecular oxygen. In order to vary the excitation intensity, different combinations of ND
filters were placed in the beam path. The saturation curve for the PFBT CP dots is shown
in Figure 5.7(b), and the data was fit to the saturation equation R=R∞(I/Is)(1+I/Is)-1 where
I and Is are the excitation and the saturation intensities, respectively. An emission rate,
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Figure 5.10

Reversible photobleaching of single MEH-PPV CP dots under varying

solvent conditions. The blue curve was obtained under N2 atmosphere, the green curve
was taken under THF solvent vapor conditions,a nd the red curve was obtained after the
THF vapor was removed from the sample chamber. The inset shows a closer look at later
experiment times.
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R∞, was determined to be 3.8 x 107 s-1, and Is 3.3 kW/cm2. No appreciable difference in
the saturation data were seen upon varying solvent conditions.
5.5.

Conclusions and Future Work
In conclusion, absorption and fluorescence spectra was taken for the MEH-PPV

and PFBT polymers in a variety of solvent conditions. Results were consistent with a
broadening of decay constants as the organic solvent is removed and the polymers begin
formation into nanoparticles. Fluorescence quantum yield data showed a nice trend with
decreasing quantum yield as the concentration of THF is reduced, indicating increased
interchain interactions consistent with formation of particles.

Bulk solution

photobleaching studies were done on both polymers, each in three different solvent
conditions and the data were fit to three different kinetic rate models. It was determined
that the biexponential and stretched exponential kinetic functions best fit the data and a
trend of

increasing decay constants as the THF concentration is increased. The β

parameter from the KWW fit did not follow a trend with increasing THF concentration,
possibly indicating that the range of decay constants is broad in the bulk solution and is
independent of the polymer conformation. Bulk solution reversible photobleaching data
showed the highest fluorescence reversibility in both MEH-PPV and PFBT polymers was
in the CP dots in a 50:50 mixture of Water:THF. Single molecule fluorescence
spectroscopy data was inconclusive as the solvent conditions varied. Future
improvements in the setup can be made by with size dependence studies on CP dots with
a significantly smaller standard deviation.
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CHAPTER 6

SOLVENT DEPENDENCE: TIME CORRELATED SINGLE PHOTON COUNTING
AND FLUORESCENCE POLARIZATION ANISOTROPY OF CONJUGATED
POLYMERS

6.1

Introduction
Time-resolved measurements were done with the time-correlated single-photon

counting method in order to provide detailed information about the energy transfer rate
constants in conjugated polymers in several solvent systems. The TCSPC technique has
the suitability to uncover complex dynamics due to the high time resolution. 45 The
fluorescence lifetimes of the samples were determined through analysis of fluorescence
decay kinetic traces. The details of the instrumentation and timing electronics are
described in Chapter 3. For this set of experiments, a high repetition rate mode-locked
femtosecond Ti:Sapphire laser was used for excitation. The laser pulse was used as the
start pulse and the first fluorescence photon detected serves as the stop pulse. The delay
time between start and stop pulses is histogrammed as the number of photons per bin vs.
arrival times. The histogram serves as the fluorescence decay curve. The number of
picoseconds per bin is periodically measured and is on the order of 2 ps. The instrument
response function (IRF) is measured to determine the time resolution by measuring the
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laser light scattered by a nonfluorescent sample. Because the laser outputs 120 fs pulses,
and the bins are on the order of ~2 ps, the arrival times of the photons from an IRF
measurement should be contained to only one bin, or a very small number of bins. The
broadening that is seen from the measurement of the IRF is due to the jitter associated
with the detector and timing electronics. Because the IRF can drift over time, the IRF is
taken before and after each measurement and the data is fit to both IRF measurements
and averaged. The width of the IRF for the results presented in this chapter ranged
between 70 ps ~ 90 ps. The histogram created from the data represents the sample decay
trace convolved with the IRF. In order to deconvolve the two traces, an iterative
deconvolution with custom MATLAB software was used. Kinetic information can be
determined from the deconvolution of the data and the IRF by fitting the three kinetic
functions discussed in Chapter 5 – single exponential, biexponential, and KWW
functions. The quality of the fit is determined by calculating the square error.
6.2

Experimental
Fluorescence lifetime measurements were done on 2.5 ppm solutions of MEH-

PPV and PFBT polymers in a screw cap 1 cm quartz cuvette. Each polymer was
measured under five solvent conditions, in water, in a mix of 25:75 water/THF, 50:50
water/THF, 75:50 water/THF, and 100% THF. Excitation was done with a mode-locked
Ti:Sapphire laser tuned to 420 nm emission. Photon counting was performed with a
single photon counting module and dichroic longpass filters were used to filter out any
scattered excitation light. The signal to noise ratio for the IRF and conjugated polymer
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samples was 100 and 50, respectively (collecting 10,000 photons at the peak for IRF and
2,500 photons at the peak for the sample).
6.3.

TCSPC of MEH-PPV and PFBT Polymers as a Function of Solvent

Conditions
Figure 6.1 shows a sample data set for the MEH-PPV CP dots, the corresponding
IRF, and fitting results for two types of exponentials. The KWW fit was attempted, but
there wasn’t a good fit to the data in the studies of MEH-PPV CP dots dissolved in a
mixture containing less than 75% THF, possibly due to the lifetime being very similar to
the instrument response function and complications with the fitting due to the β
parameter. The figure also shows a comparison of the residuals and the variance of the fit
of the data minus the residual for both single exponential and biexponential kinetics. For
this data set, the fit to the single exponential was poor with a σ2N of 6.65 while the
biexponential fit was significantly better, σ2N had a value of 1.39. Table 6.1 shows the
average results for the fitting of the three functions along with the associated standard
deviations for the MEH-PPV polymer under varying solvent conditions. Each sample was
measured five times, and fit with the IRF taken both before and after the sample, giving a
total of 10 results per sample, per fit.
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Exponential
Kinetics
Biexponential
Kinetics

τ = 520 ps
σ2N = 3.03
τA = 188 ps
τB = 933 ps
n0,A = 0.25
n0,B = 0.75
σ2N = 0.93

±8 ps
±15 ps
±34 ps

Figure 6.1. Top: Fluorescence lifetime of MEH-PPV CP dots (black circles), IRF (black
dotted line), and deconvolution results for the kinetic fit for exponential (blue),
biexponential (red). Inset: Fit parameters from each of the fits along with the standard
deviation and the corresponding sample variance for the kinetic fits. The three curves and
IRF are normalized. Bottom: Residuals of kinetic fits normalized to data with the same
colors as the kinetic traces. The FWHM for the IRF was 78 ps.
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MEH-PPV Average Fit Values
H2O:THF Monoexp τ (ps) Biexp τ1 (ps)
100:0
75:25
50:50
25: 75
0:100

29.7±13.5
92.6±3.5
181.4±3.7
322.1±1.7
378.0±3.3

3.7±2.3
26.2±4.4
83.5±2.4
127.1±1.8
218.4±7.0

A1
0.66
0.42
0.38
0.35
0.46

Biexp τ2 (ps)
227.8±24.3
226.2±31.5
844.9±17.3
852.0±8.1
885.5±34.3

A2

kww τ
(ps)

β

0.34
--0.58
--0.62
--0.65 40.5±3.0 0.42±0.08
0.54 192.6±7.8 0.60±0.01

Table 6.1. Tabulated results for the fitting of MEH-PPV data under varying solvent
conditions for single exponential, biexponential, and KWW exponential kinetics.

As shown in Figure 6.1, the data was best fit to biexponential kinetics. The table
shows the trend of increasing fluorescence lifetime as the percentage of THF is increased.
This is consistent with the fluorescence quantum yield data in Table 5.1. The excited state
decay constants for MEH-PPV were taken as the weighted average of the biexponential
fit data as calculated with equation 6.1.

 avg 

A1   1  A2   2
A1  A2

6.1

Table 6.2 shows the average results for the fitting of the three functions along
with the associated standard deviations. Table 6.3 shows the tabulated weighted averages
of the biexponential decay constants for MEH-PPV and PFBT polymers as a function of
solvent conditions. The excited state decay constants in the case of MEH-PPV follow a
trend and increase rapidly until the 50% THF sample (consistent with the quantum yield
data in Table 5.1) when the increase tapers off and finally for the 100% sample it actually
decreases. This could indicate that as the conjugated polymer unfolds and has increasing
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interaction with the solvent, and the drop in the fluorescence lifetime could be possibly
attributed to increased dynamic quenching in solution which could be due to a drastic
increase in the rate of quencher generation.
Figure 6.2 shows a sample data set for the PFBT CP dots, the corresponding IRF,
and fitting results for the three types of exponentials. The figure also shows a comparison
of the residuals and the variance of the fit of the data minus the residual for all three.
Figure 6.3 shows both MEH-PPV and PFBT data as a function of solvent conditions.
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Exponential
Kinetics
Biexponential
Kinetics

Stretched
Exponential
Kinetics

Figure 6.2.

τ = 519 ps
σ2N = 3.18
τA = 188 ps
τB = 933 ps
n0,A = 0.25
n0,B = 0.75
σ2N = 1.03
τ = 228 ps
β = 0.56
σ2N = 0.816

±8.0 ps
±15 ps
±34 ps

±0.11ps
±0.011ps

Top: Fluorescence lifetime (black circles) of PFBT CP dots. IRF (black

dotted line), and deconvolution results for the kinetic fit for exponential (blue),
biexponential (green), and KWW (red). Inset: Fit parameters from each of the three fits
along with the standard deviation and the corresponding sample variance for the kinetic
fits. The three curves and IRF are normalized. Bottom: Residuals of kinetic fits
normalized to data with the same colors as the kinetic traces. The FWHM for the IRF was
78 ps.
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Each sample was measured five times, and fit with the IRF taken both before and after
the sample. For this data set, the fit to the single exponential was poor with a σ2N of 3.1,
while the biexponential and KWW fits were comparable at σ2N of 1.03 and 0.81,
respectively. The closest fit was to the KWW function, but the biexponential function fit
almost equally well. For reference, Figure 6.3 shows the MEH-PPV data (and PFBT data)
as a function of solvent conditions.

PFBT Average Fit Values
H2O:THF
100:0
25:75
50:50
75: 25
0:100

Monoexp τ
Biexp τ1
A1
Biexp τ2
A2
kww τ
(ps)
(ps)
(ps)
(ps)
519.0±8.0 188.4±14.6 0.25 933.3±34.0 0.75 227.5±11.0
1132.8±13.8 264.9±2.0 0.10 1394.6±16.0 0.90 762.2±18.0
1329.0±30.5 301.3±35.8 0.08 1572.5±30.6 0.92 1060.4±44.0
2115.8±22.8 343.1±22.8 0.07 2619.0±29.8 0.93 1449.0±56.0
2906.0±23.3
159±21.6 0.01 3013.0±15.3 0.99 2724.0±79.3

β
0.56±0.01
0.70±0.01
0.74±0.02
0.69±0.07
0.88±0.02

Table 6.2. Tabulated results for the fitting of PFBT data under varying solvent conditions
for single exponential, biexponential, and KWW exponential kinetics.

The PFBT decay constants are consistent across the three different fits, as can be
seen in Tables 6.2 and 6.3, the monoexponential decay constant is very similar to the
weighted average biexponential decay constant (as further evidenced by the extremely
low A1 values). A less extreme increase in quencher generation is expected for PFBT
polymer as a function of increasing THF percentage. The β parameters ranged from 0.56
to 0.8 for the PFBT studies, and it is interesting to note that the KWW τ parameter
becomes more similar to the monoexponential and τavg as the percentage of THF
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increases, consistent with a less broad distribution of decay constants. The τavg of the
biexponential fit shows that the lifetime increases almost proportionally as the percentage
of THF is added to solution, indicating that the rate of quencher generation doesn’t
drastically increase during the folding process. The decrease in quantum yield of PFBT
polymer as THF is removed from the solution as shown in Table 5.1 is attributed to the
increased polaron quenching radius as the polymer chains collapse to form nanoparticles.

Biexponential τavg (ps)
H2O:THF MEH-PPV PFBT
100:0
80
746
25:75
142 1281
50:50
555 1470
75: 25
598 2459
0:100
579 3011

Table 6.3. Weighted average biexponential decay constants for MEH-PPV and PFBT
polymers as a function of solvent mixtures.

6.4.

Simulations of Exciton Dynamics
Simulated data was generated using MATLAB code based on a simple cubic

random walk algorithm in 3D that calculates the exciton lifetime including the combined
effects of exciton diffusion and energy transfer to quenchers (defects, in the present case).
The input parameters of the code are Förster radius, particle radius, “real” lifetime
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Figure 6.3

Left: Normalized fluorescence lifetime data of MEH-PPV as a function of

increased THF concentration. Right: Normalized PFBT data as a function of increased
THF concentration. For both plots, the black line is the instrument response function, the
blue line is the conjugated polymer in a solution composed of 100:0 Water/THF, green is
75:25 Water/THF, red is 50:50 Water/THF, light blue is 25:75 Water/THF, and purple is
0:100 Water/THF.
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(excited state lifetime in the absence of quenchers) tau, step distance of the excitons,
exciton diffusion length, and number of quenchers. For all simulations the particle radius,
step size, and diffusion length remain the same, and the number of excitons, real tau, and
the number of quenchers is modified. The simulations are run with the experimental
weighted average biexponential τ data that was obtained from the polymer dissolved in
THF for each MEH-PPV and PFBT and the number of quenchers was modified to fit the
quantum yield data from Table 5.1. The KWW kinetic function was used to attempt to
theoretically determine the β parameters for the MEH-PPV polymer, and confirm the
PFBT experimentally determined β and τ values. The reason for using the weighted
average biexponential τ values was due to the poor fitting obtained for the KWW fit in
the MEH-PPV experimental data. The simulated τ, β, and number of quenchers are
recorded for MEH-PPV and PFBT polymers in Table 6.4 and Table 6.5, respectively.
Figure 6.4 shows a sample plot obtained from the fit routine with the data fit to KWW
exponential kinetics.

Stretched Exponential Experimental and Simulated for MEH-PPV
%THF (#quenchers) ΦF (sim) ΦF (exp) β (exp) τ (exp)
β (Sim)
τ (Sim)
100
7
0.13
0.149 0.602
579 0.69±0.013
63.4±2.0
75
8
0.112
0.112
0.42
598 0.68±0.011 53.679±1.5
50
18
0.037 0.0295
-555 0.51±0.023
9.9±1.3
25
25
0.023 0.0295
-142 0.43±0.02
3.0±0.6
0
100
0.002
0.002
-80
---

Table 6.4. MEH-PPV simulation data. Beta (sim) and Tau (sim) were obtained from
KWW fit to simulated data.
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Figure 6.4

Representative image of simulated KWW data for CP dots. The blue

circles are the simulated data, the green line is the fit to a KWW exponential, and the red
line is the residual of the simulated data minus the fit.
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The simulated β parameters and quantum yields match up nicely with the experimental
data for the two KWW MEH-PPV data points experimentally determined, and a steep
rise in the number of quenchers was seen from the 25% THF solution to the pure THF
solution, as was expected from the weighted τ average from the biexponential fit to the
data. (The 0% THF simulation did not have a good fit to the data.)

Stretched Exponential Experimental and Simulated for PFBT
%THF (#quenchers) ΦF (sim) ΦF (exp) β (exp) τ (exp)
β (Sim)
τ (Sim)
100
2
0.43
0.414
0.88 3011 0.91±0.017 1334.4±25.0
75
3
0.31
0.311
0.69 2459 0.81±0.02 890.1±32.0
50
5
0.20
0.197
0.74 1470 0.71±0.02 501.56±18.0
25
7
0.15
0.142
0.70 1281 0.67±0.02 364.7±20.0
0
10
0.09
0.101
0.56
746 0.57±0.03 159.8±21.0

Table 6.5. PFBT simulation data the Beta (sim) and Tau (sim) were obtained from KWW
fit to simulated data.

6.4

Picosecond Time Resolved Fluorescence Spectroscopy Conclusions and

Future Work
In conclusion, the TCSPC data obtained for MEH-PPV and PFBT polymers as a
function of solvent conditions complimented the quantum yield studies done in Chapter
5. As the concentration of THF in solution is increased, the CP dot starts to unfold, and
gives rise to longer fluorescence lifetimes likely due to a decrease in quenching radius,
which effectively reduces the overall number of quenchers that effect the conjugated
polymer’s radiative rate. Simulation data matched up nicely with the quantum yield
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experiments and the measure of the heterogeneity in the excited state lifetimes. The
number of quenchers estimated by the simulation data and are consistent with the amount
of fluorescence quenched as the polymer undergoes collapse to form a nanoparticle.
Future work should be directed toward improving the simulation to better account for
exciton diffusion lengths, and the polaron quenching radius and interaction between the
solution and the polymer.
Preliminary fluorescence polarization anisotropy studies were done (data not
shown) but the results are inconclusive. Fluorescence polarization anisotropy methods are
often employed to measure the rotational dynamics of a molecule. The technique is based
on utilizing polarized excitation light which results in polarized emission, which, can then
undergo rotational diffusion and subsequently result in unpolarized fluorescence
emission. The anisotropy of a molecule can be determined by measuring the ratio of the
polarized light to the total light intensity. The technique of fluorescence anisotropy is
typically used to provide information such as molecular size, shape, mobility, viscosity,
and the binding interactions between molecules and proteins. Fluorescence anisotropy
studies can also provide information pertaining to the rate of homotransfer processes.
Bardeen and co-workers utilized this technique to probe exciton diffusion in conjugated
polymers as a function of temperature, in order to determine the extent to which energy
transfer processes occurring between conjugated polymer chains in a film are thermally
activated.

30

Picosecond fluorescence anisotropy decay information could be used to

determine the time scales of energy transfer processes occurring in CP dots.
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